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$<::::, 070 
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Y'IOt over~ $14, 880 
not over' $1 8'::30 
Y'IOt C•VE?Y'" $18,900 
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17061 .. 5 
( nrnend) 
17062 ::if.:. b) 
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17072 
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LC l:Y:3-25 
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RESIDENTIAL RENTAL AND FARM SALES 
ADJUSTED 
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17 
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1 
7158 J.;;::~ 
17160 
<nmend 
7206 
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PIT 
Si;::.G..II.QN 
17277 
<New) 
LC l:Y:it--15 
IRC 
§.f~: C.~IJQ.N 
17279 ,::;:t;,~:;f::l 
(1\lew) 
17289 
( Ar11encl) 
17502 
U~ew) 
L. 8'9···-i.:~~:; 
provisions. Clarifies the rules for claiming the 
er·,ter~bn~ise zor,e/pt~ogr~am cit~ea NDL deduction, .and 
provides that he 00% enterprise zone/ ram area 
NOL, if electecl, ttH:! only y-,et o i ng loss 
allowed to be carried over. 0 ive for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1989. 
(SB 354, Ch. 89-581> 
"DRAM" CORPORATION - DEDUCTION FOR NET INTEREST 
INCOME ( SC) Pr-ovides that if a " i c! f~c:\ndor,1-· 
1~ccess Memor'y Chi p~5" ( Df~AM) on ( ii:\ mt:?mbE::·r~ 
of U.S. Memories, semiconductor and 
chip companies described in Section 15379.21 of the 
Government Code), receives a certification pursuant 
to that section from the De ment of Commerce, 
taxpayers who receive interest in of the 
col·'pOr'at ic•n' s iir,debted·r-,ess rn<::•.y cli:7tifl1 the "net 
inter'est ii·-,come'' deduction 21llowed Section 
17231, wi h res indebtedness directly 
related t ion's facili or facilities 
oca ed in California. i 
begir,ni <:::t'(! o·r' aftE''r' .TanUC.iY'Y 1, l9Br:3 
t a ab 1 e ye<.ai·'~S 
and l:::·c·for-·e 
of J'ar,u.:::\t'Y 1, January 1, 2005. Section repealed 
200~:.. ( EB l ':JC::, Ch. E:l':3-·1 L;L;O) 
AMORTIZATION OF PAST SERVICE PENSION COSTS (SC> 
Provi th the prov ions Sect on 10204 of 
Publi Law 100-203 latin amortiza-
t i ())"''f 
!::OP 1 ':/. 
fter·· 
RURAL LETTER CARRIERS' AUTO EXPENSES 
reference 1 1 1 
t i () ·r-1 <'21 S'> ,::_c:, d d 
0 ive for ta yez:tr··~; be 
J a ·r·l u '''~ r·· y 1 1 l u~B ao~=~, r::.'::J ·-
QUALIFIED PENSION, PROFIT-SHARI 
PLANS ) Provi es that t e 
dates, excep ions and transition 
+ Strengthening of funding rules f 
(SCl DE'?letes 
tr1iS SE•c·-· 
9). 
or- Etfter·· 
e fective 
r:?s r'elati·n~] to: 
+ Permitting emp oyees of government or churches to 
defer dist ibut ons unt retirement; and 
- 12 -

PIT 
17551m5 
<Amend> 
(i2'+53.3 5) 
LC 8'3-25 
17559 
( i\lew) 
( 2'+b51) 
17560 
( ~imend) 
( 2'+557) 
17562 
(~~mt'?nd 
( ~::~4G5A·) 
17563 
!\lew) 
u::4bB :i. J 
17564 
( l\h:?w) 
(2Lt-E."!3. c:) 
IRC 
4L~ 1 
444 
'+~!3 
1.}::".•31:) 
ACCOUNTING PERIOD - 1986 TAX REFORM ACT REQUIRED 
CHANGES <SC g to 
s 
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t o pt~c.v i ions:. 
38) Dpe~'a­
after·· J·an···· 
r·~:::ct ions 
enacted 
t i ve fo1··· 
uar··y 1~ 
in subdi isions (a) and 
AB 53 <Stats. 1'387 
ta able years beginni 
1 '38'3. < r-m 8(x::: 8'3~ 
GENERAL RULE FOR TAXABLE YEAR OF INCLUSION (SC) 
Conforms to federal a c:-astl 
basis taxpayer t el inc ude i urance pro-
ceeds received as a result of destruction or damage 
to crops in the year fo lowing the loss; and allow-
ing tor the deferral of s received under the 
Disaster Assistance Act for 
taxable years beginning on or 1, 
l'~J/:3'3. (riB 80i0: Ch. B'3···l. 352: 
INSTALLMENT METHOD; 
if i es t Calif 
ai n feder··al r' 1 
( f~f..i 191:3"1, 
1011:3, ;::::004 
t··e~:Jeal of 
LIMITATION 
i \/f? 
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or·med o c..:~·r······ 
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but dOE:!S 
amendments thereto. 
the f c'?t'a l "look-
amount allowed o be d 
due o differences 
dates, sha l be reated 
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PIT IRC 
SECUO~ 
17'932 
<Amend 
LC 89·-·25 
18001 
18002 
( ~-imt:~·r,d 
5031 
18035. 5 03'::) 
( ?=lrl1£?nd ) 
(;;::L~'353. 5) 
18044 1 03-4· 
( ~:~fll€7:-Yid ) 
LC 8'3·--25 
18162 c::o;:~ 
( r:.ime·rld 
RETURNS 
ginni 
( 
RESIDENTS SC) 
NONRESIDENTS 
es 
ip 
be-
RESEARCH 
f 
PIT IRC 
§.ECIJDti 
18681 .. 6 
(~:~mend) 
LC 89--6 
1868L. '3 
( (-imE~·nd ) 
18682 
<Amend 
18682.5 
((lmend) 
;:~595 • 5) 
LC B'3···•=:;:; 
18684 
( (4rnt:··nd ) 
( i:.'::;:'.i'33'+) 
18687 
( ~~~f11E•Ytd ) 
1868'3 
(?-)mend) 
< e::5'::K>1 c > 
L C t3'::3 ··· ~? 5 
as 
the 
of the per1al 
t~elating 
id 
13050 
11 be in lieu 
ive 
J artuat'Y 1, 1 '390. <nB 648, Ch. 89-600) 
FAILURE TO PROVIDE REPORTS ON INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT 
ACCOUNTS OR ANNUITIES SC Conforms to federal law 
relating to pena ties 
tion returns on IRAs. 
beginn ng ft 
<AB 802, • 89- 352 
FAILURE BY 
( 
ive 
l' 
til r-i! :i. l"lfOr'ma-· 
for taxable years 
1987. 
INCOME TAX 
( i ) 
WAIVER OF UNDERPAYMENT OF ESTIMATED TAX PENALTIES 
the c.:;;.r,lp 
() 
INTEREST ON 
iJ 
Y!f:~ th21.t the 
he ·r-d;en=st 
to·r·· taxable 
1 '::)8'::3. 
SC) 
i g t <:it the 
ta . 
• 89·····12.:;:'.};:::) 
g t he calcula-
ence and fraud penalties. 
Ch. 13'9···13:'.\<:~) 
BROKERS AND 
en-
f 
ies con-
CTC) 
of tax on 
ps to for-
amounts 
urces. 
after 
ered 
wit -
ar ies that 
prepri ed on a 
cayer the 
PIT 
192.70 
( ~~r!lt..:OY"!Cl) 
LC B9--25 
192.85.1 
( 1\ie:w 
19286 .. 9 
( l\lt:?W) 
I F~C 
510.3 
REPORT TO LEGISLATURE OF INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 
CHANGES (£3C) Pt~ovides that wh€::-never' chan~;1es to the 
IRC are enacted after Se ember 1 , the due date of 
FTB's annual re to the Legislature detailing 
changes made to federal income laws during the pre-
ceding calendar year would be chan from January 
10 to 120 days after the federal law has been 
signed by the President of the United States. 
0 ive October 2 1989. lAB 802, Ch. 89-1352) 
CALIFORNIA PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE <SC> 
the FTB to provide, upon request of the California 
Parent Locator Service, personal income tax return 
information, as defined, which may be of assistance 
in locating alleged abducting or absent s, 
s;pouses, or-· for···me·r-· s;pous€::-s, in e·nfo·r-·c i ng t tH·,, i r"· 1 i .:~··-· 
bility for child or spousal su establishing a 
and child relationship, and in locating and 
returning abducted chi ren to heir s. 
0 ive January 1, 990. CAB 1280, Ch. 89-1060) 
INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED TO CALIFORNIA STUDENT 
AID COMMISSION <SC) Provides that the FlB may dis-
n ormat on to t e California 
ating t pp icants for, 
and reci nanc aid, the pa 
ents of de recipients, and 
spouses of the app icant or recipients, upon the 
commission furnish ng to the FTB t e names and 
social security numbers of those persons who have 
signed a udent id application for California 
which serves 1 aut orization for that 
disclosure orizes the TB to make sceci-
fied audit those uthorizations. () ive 
• Januc:n···y l, 9'30 . 
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CAB 802 Ch. 89-1352) 
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<New) 
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(New) 
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<Amend) 
( 1 70~.5;:~. 1 ;? ) 
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summar-y f 
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for the cost of leasing specified vehicles by em-
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INTEREST ON PENALTIES 
B68':J, 0 
UNDERPAYMENTS DUE 
DISCOUNT 
1 
INTERNATIONAL BANKING 
ference to Section 23044 1 
ive October 2, LC 
cor···-r··E·ct i o·r, W<:'l 
( St ':J/:3'9? 
Dt-? 1 et es 
1 ::; 1 and ;:;:~:H ;:'H. 1. D ive 
o·r~ aft e·r-· ·r-, u.,;;n~y 1 , 
<SC> See summary for P T 
ive Octobe·r~ c:. 1'::38':9. 
NEGLIGENCE OR FRAUD CSC> 
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25954 
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LC 8'3··-'+ 
25957 .. 3 
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LC: None 
26073 
( f:.1rner-.c:l ) 
( l ')053) 
LC £:19-···i::: 
f ()'r.... i 
:J. ':389. 
t;,L:':.V+ (d) EXCEPTIONS 
thE? pt:?nalt 
r-·et Ut'·n f 
l ' 
de 1 <:?t t:?d 
9891.21 
9891.22 
9891.23 
9891.34 
9891.37 
9891.39 
9891.42 
( f=lmE~l'KI) 
CP 
708.730 
708 .. 740 
708 .. 780 
cc 
5813.5 
( (~me·rvj 
LC: None 
ANNUAL REGISTRATION AND FEE REQUIREMENTS <SC> 
VALIDATION OF REGISTRATION <SC> 
LOSS OF VALIDATION UNLESS RENEWAL FEE PAID <SC) 
INACTIVE STATUS; RETURN TO ACTIVE STATUS <SC) 
INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT PERIODS <SC) 
CONTINUING EDUCATION <SC) 
FEE SCHEDULE <SC> 
Provides for a staqqered birth date renewal program on a 
two-year basis for tax preparers and tax interviewers. 
Operative January 1. 1990, for new and renewed reglstra-
tio·ns afte·r' Octobet' 31, l'::Y90. U:iB 861, Ch. ag ..... B39) 
MONEY OWED BY PUBLIC ENTITY; FILING ABSTRACT OR COPY OF 
JUDGMENT AND AFFIDAVIT; SERVICE OF NOTICE; SUBMISSION OF 
CLAIM; JUDGMENTS FOR CHILD SUPPORT (SC) 
FILING OF ABSTRACT OR COPY OF MONEY JUDGMENT AND AFFIDAVIT 
WHERE MONEY OWED BY STATE AGENCY; DUTIES OF CONTROLLER; 
JUDGMENT FOR SUPPORT; SELECTION AMONG MULTIPLE CLAIMS; 
STATUS AS REFUNDS OF TAX OVERPAYMENTS TO JUDGMENT DEBTOR 
<SC) 
AMOUNT OF LIEN CREATED; AFFIDAVITS FILED PURSUANT TO SUB-
DIVISIONS (c) AND (d) OF SECTION 708.730 <SC) 
Adds subdivision (e) to Section 708.730, subdivision (i) to 
Sect1on 708.740, and subdivision (d) to Section 708.780, 
clefinin~l "suppor-t" to mean "an obligation owin~! c•n behalf 
cd" a child, spouse, o·r"· family, o·r' cornbil"IC.'Itic<'l'"l ther'eof"; al"1d 
makes technical changes to reflect tnis expanded defin1tion 
of sup Operative January 1, 1990. 
<AB 904, Ch. 89-1359! 
AMENDMENT TO CHANGE STATUS OF PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION 
SC> Deletes the requirement that a nonprofit public bene-
f it COr"· i Ol"'!, 
t U2l .l i::lf.0l"'!e fit CC<'i·"· 
in changing its status to a nonprofit mu-
lon, must pay the minimum tax when it 
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7073 
GC 
7073. 
( Amf:?'f'•d) 
LC: I'·Jone 
7082 
( Ar!lf:?Y•d) 
L.C None 
12419.3 
( t~h!lE?nd) 
UI 
328 
( ?4fl1€'i'Yid) 
1176.5 
( ~1 rn e-rH:.i ) 
1185 
( F~epi:o?c: .. l) 
3012 
(?~I mend 
LC 
13050 
( Afllt·?Y'!Cj) 
13052.5 
( Nf.o?W) 
ENTERPRISE ZONE AREAS; ELIBIBLE AREAS DEFINED <SC) 
Includes within the de~inition of an enterprise zone an 
area that has a history of gang-related activity; whether 
or not crimes of violence have been committed. Operative 
Janua·r~y 1, 1'::3'30. u:m 251, Ch. 8':3-·-B':J'~J) 
EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVE ACT - DEFINITIONS U3C> 
Provides that the area designated as a targeted economic 
development area or a neighborhood economic development 
area may have, but is not required to have, a history of 
gang-related activity, whether or not crimes of violence 
have been committed. Operative January 1, 1'3'30. 
CAB 251, Ch. 8'3-8'39> 
PRIORITY OF OFFSET ACCOUNTS <SC) DE?leter.; the DecembeY' 31, 
1990 date for offsetting PIT refunds by the Controller; 
adds "family !::;uppor~t" to offset pr~iorities (1) and (2); aY"1d 
adds as new priorities (3) and (4), the nonpayment of 
spousal support accounts enforced by a district attorney, 
and someone other than a district attorney, respec-
tively. Opt:~r··c.<.tivt:? Janu~.;;x·y 1, 1~-:190. <AB 1'304, Ch. 89· .. 135':3) 
ADMINISTRATION OF CALIFORNIA JOBS TAX CREDIT ACT; DURATION 
OF SECTION <GC> ~imends S'.lbdivisior' (c!) by changir1g the 
r··epe,::d date of this section to Januar·-y 1, 1'394 (was 1/1/'30) 
Operative January 1, 1990. (SB 71, Ch. 8'3-1074) 
METHOD OF CLAIMING REFUND OR CREDIT; DISALLOWANCE AND PRO-
TEST; MAKING REFUNDS; LAWS APPLICABLE <TC> 
RECOVERY OF ERRONEOUS REFUNDS; CREDITS FOR PAYMENTS INTO 
DISABILITY FUND ( TC> 
CONTINUOUS APPROPRIATION OF MONEY IN FUND; PURPOSE; ELIGI-
BLE PERSON DEFINED; UNEMPLOYED DISABLED ACCOUNT <TC> 
Deletes reference to PIT Section 17061.5, repealed by AB 
~:;:~: <Etat;s. 19fl7, Ci··,. ll38). DrJE?·r··ative J.::muar·y l, 1'390, 
AB 648~ Ch. 89-600> 
WITHHOLDING STATEMENT; CONTENTS; TIME FOR FILING; ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION; THIRD-PARTY SICK PAY <TC) 
T E?Ct"i '(I i C<i\ 1 
ch a Y"l r.J f:~·::;. 
amendment to correct 
Operative January 1, 
chapter and section number 
19'30. <AB 648, Ch. B'3·-600) 
UNREPORTED COMPENSATION., PENALTY <SC) Imposes a penalty, 
in lieu of the penalty imposed under PIT Section 18681.1, 
for failure to report compensation under Section 13050, or 
Pll Sections 18802 or 18802.2. Operative January 1, 1990. 
<AB 648, Ch. 89-bOO> 
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1989 LEGISLATIVE CHANGE REPOR·rs 
Statute of Limitations on Claim 
for Credit/Ref nd 
Low-Income Housinq Credit 
Miscellaneous Technical Amendments 
Penalty for Underreported 
Compensation; Employment Development 
Department; Technical Changes 
Special fax Deduction for Gas 
Producers' Cooperatives 
Credit tor the Purchase of 
Qualifled Recycling Equipment 
Ci··ed it f o·r~ t h €0 P ~-~~·-·c::-h a s;t:? of 
Qualified Recycling Equipment 
Extension or Deletion of Voluntary 
Contributions Sunset Date 
Low-Income Housin~ 
Credits for Employer and Employee 
Rideshare Participation 
Solar Energy Tax Credit 
Low-Income Housing 
California Dynamic, Random-Access 
(DRAM> Consortium 
Small Business Health Coverage 
C.>r'E--~cl it 
Extends Sunset Date for Jobs lax 
Cr'ed it 
Credit Union Exemption from 
til i ·l'"ti murn Ta>< 
Cor·-
Ta>< 
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i -r·t F ina 1 Yea·r' 
Election Not to Recognize Gain 
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ects; Water's Edge Elections 
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Ruthor: Woodruff 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-2 
ASSEMBLY BILL 2042 
Subject: Statute of Limitations on Claim for Credit/Refund 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 19053 and 26073 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Sec~-c:~tar'Y of St21.te: .Jur-1e B, 1'38'3 
Chapter Number: 89-41 
Sections 19053 and 26073. 
Thi act requires the Franchise Tax Board, when it 
Proposed Overpayment at the conclusion of an audit, 
notice on a preprinted form. 
issue~.;; a Not ice 
to rnai l thi:\t 
l"his act codifies the department's current practice in that the 
Franchise Tax Board issues a notice of proposed overpayment to the 
taxpc-:IYE":r· by mailing a fot'r!l titled ''Computation of Pl·'oposec:l 
Uv<:?r· p,::::tynH::)nt ". 
Thi act does not require any reports to the Legislature. 
Author: L. Greene 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-3 
SENATE BILL 70 
Subject: Low-income Housing Credit 
of 
Laws Rffect1nq Franchise Tax Board: Sections 1"/058 and 23610.5 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Dc:d:. E:! F. i 1 E?d \.-'J it 1··l S02c r'f.? t .::n'y of. ~3t E\ be?: J" !J ne 15, 1 9{:3'3 
Chapter Number: 89-46 
Sections 17058 and 23G10.5 
This act modifies the provisions 
c·r··E?d i by: 
aining to the low-income housing 
() lnc.:)i"' J..,-,~~ c:d.J. the:• ch<:~nges-; rnacje to thE· tec:lel···al pr··ovisions by 
the Techn1cal Corrections and Miscellaneous Revenue Ret of 1988 
(st."'!E~ (..lclcle:rtclurnJ ~FJh:ich 2\'···e ir·,cc:.r··pcn~atecl in state law by ~-···efer··eY"tCE~; 
o Providing that all elect1ons made by taxpayers pursuant to the 
federal low-income housing credit apply for state purposes; 
o Modifying the rules that apply to taxpayers who are entitled to 
r-··c-::ceiv€~: "'' cumul<.-itivt::: Cc:\sh c:li~;;tr·'ibutioYt fr'orn c\ low--income hou~~ing 
proJect by making the eight percent limitation apply in the 
agqregate to the partners 1f the taxpayer is a partnership and in 
- 45 -
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Rents that could be charged 
families in units on which 
a credit is claimed generally 
may not exceed 30~ of the 
applicable income qualifying as 
"low", ,e>.djusted fo·r' family size. 
To be a qualified low-income project, 
an allocation of credit authority 
was required to be received from 
the ate in the year in which the 
bu1lding was placed in service. 
fifth day of the month 
following the date that the 
binding commitment is made 
between the state agency and 
the taxpayer'. 
Such an election is binding 
for income tax purposes on the 
taxpayer, the credit agency, 
and all successors in 
i r1ter'est. 
An exception was added to the 
30~ limitation to provide for 
situations in which the tenant 
receives federal rental 
assistance that is reduced 
as the tenant's income 
i nct'eases. 
The building may be placed in 
service in the year in which 
the credit allocatton is 
received, or in either of the 
two succeeding years, provided 
that at least 10~ of the 
expected project costs were 
paid by the end of the year in 
which the credit allocation 
was r'ece i ved. 
Act language was provided to 
clarify that a housing project 
is not disqualified from 
receiving a credit allocation 
solely because the developer 
undertook the project as a 
condition of receiving zoning 
variances for other 
non-low-income rental housing 
pr'Opet't y. 
Effective as of November 10, 
1988, the low-income housing 
credit is extended for another 
year, through December 31, 
1990. 
---===~==================~===============:============================ 
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Dat l 
f3ect ions 1 
RernovE?~:; 
Code 
with 
fJr-·()'2.5 i Y'ICC)rne n 
he E~d ttct ion 
Accounts I f~(~l). 
Sect 
Clari ies that re 
LEG 
y 
t 
Ctt: t,?'r-. 
r ax L.av-J 
Section 25954 amended. 
Clarifies that, for purposes of the penalty for underpayment of 
estimated tax, the r'(7?ttn··y-, for• the "pr'ecediYH] taxable year·" r,1ust haVE' 
been for a full 12-month period. 
This act will not result in departmental program changes for the 
department requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 
11017.5 of the Government Code. 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-6 
ASSEMBLY BILL 648 
nut hol·"·: D. Br·own 
Su.bjE-::c·t: Penalty for Underreported Compensation; Employment 
Development Department; Technical Changes 
l.dWS 
and 
Date 
Cha 
~l fecting Franchise Tax Board: Section 18681.6 of the Revenue 
Taxation Code and Section 13052.5 of the Unemployment 
I nsu·r··<,"r';CE'!! Co::.d€0 
iled with Secretary of State: ':1Ji:::1/89 
Qr Number: 89-600 
Section 18681.6 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended. 
lh1s act provides that the penalty for failure to report compensation 
f personal serv1ces can be imposed by either the Franchise Tax Board 
or the Employment Development Department <EDDl. As such, it will no 
long be necessary for EDD to forward its audit reports to the 
Franchise lax Board (FTB) for it to impose this penalty. 
Section 13052.5 is added to the Unemployment Insurance Code. 
Th s act authorizes the EDD to impose the penalty for failure to 
repor com ion for personal services and specifies that the 
imposition will be by either the EDD or FTB <not both). As such, EDD 
w1 1 be able to use its audit reports to impose the penalty rather 
t :E•.-r·, for·w.:n··d tf··,E~ ,:1uc:lit ,···ep.:n·t~:; to FTB for·· impo~'>ition of the penalty. 
This act will not result in departmental program changes requiring a 
re to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
C·:Jovf:?r"··r,rn£'!!nt Cod F·. 
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This C:H::t' s 
J e:<nuar'Y 1, 
provisions apply to 
19l39. 
income years beginning on or after 
IY1 1':3137, a Ieqislative bill (St.::~ts. 1':-JB7, Ch. 680) an1endt.':.'d the Public 
Utilities Code to permit three or more persons engaged in the 
production of gas to form a cooperative association to: 
1 • Se 1 1 g c.''l s pt-·od ucecl by its mew bet'S. 
2. Store, handle, transport or utilize gas or manufacture or make 
by-products of gas. 
3. Manufacture, sell or supply to its members machinery, equipment 
or supplies directly related to the production, transmission, 
storage, or marketing of gas. 
4. Finance any of these activities. 
5. Represent members in bargaining and negotiations concerning any 
sale of gas to a third party. 
According to one of the sponsors of this act, to date, gas 
coo ives have not been formed for many reasons. One of the major 
reasons is that the gas cooperatives received unfavorable treatment 
when competing for use of the gas lines. Legislation passed in 1987, 
t:c>ffE•ctiVE' on cJa·nuar'Y 1, 1989, eliminc.~ted this discr'imination. The 
Public Utilities Commission is currently in the process of 
ad i stering the act's provisions by allowing fair access of the gas 
l1nes to the smaller gas producers. 
Auth Killea, et al 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-8 
ASSEMBLY BILL 1308 
Subject: Credit for the Purchase of Qualified Recycling Equipment 
Laws Affecting Franchise fax Board: Section 23612.5 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: 9/30/(:39 
Cha er Number: 89-1091 
This act allows a credit against 
of purchasing qualified property. 
''tax" equal to 40 per-·cent of the cost 
This credit is to be claimed in the 
following amounts and for the following years: 
C• 20'1. of t hf2 C0~'5t for' the i l'ICOrlle yt-?ct ·r' of pur·chase; 
' 
:) 1 ~5~ of thf2 cost for~ the income ye.:n~ immediately SUCCt?ed in~~ the 
i ·ncome yE?ar~ C•f pUr'chase; and 
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Taxpayers who claim the credit are required to: 
(1) provide the California Integrated Waste Management B0ard with any 
documents deemed necessary by this board to verify thi~ act's 
eligibility requirements; and 
(2) 'r'et<:cin fo·y• its tax ·r'ecor'dS a copy of th£::- cE~r'tificatic•l'' r'eceivc::-d 
from the California InteRrated Waste Management Board. 
The following definitions are contained within the act: 
o ''E<ase ye<3r''' ir:; th£:: incornE: year' immediately pr'eceding the incowe 
year for which the credit allowed by this section is claimed. 
o "(}1.1a 1 if i ed j::n-·oper"·t y" means m<:.'lch i ner'y ot-· £::-qui pment 1 ocat ed ~r; it hi n 
California, which is used by the taxpayer exclusively to 
manufacture finished products cowposed of at least 50 percent 
secondary waste material with at least 10 percent of which is 
composed o consumer waste generated from w1thin California. 
"Qua 1 if i ed pr'Op•?2r't y" way include manu fact Ur' i ng eq u i pmer-,t 1-'ih i ch 
utilizes 100 percent secondary waste, including at least 80 
consumer waste where all of that waterial is 
contained within the finished product regardless of the finished 
uct' ::; per'cer-d~ coy·,surnEc?r"· co1·Yt e·r·d;. 11 Oua 1 if i ed pt'O y" 
ut is not limited to certain deinking equ1pment and 
certain equipment used to reclaim specified plastic. 
o "Pc·~~t co·rE:,.urnf?Y' irJC:'Ist r~ 11 is; o·n 1 y those pr··od uct s~ gener-·at eel trJ it hi n 
Califo~nia by a business or consumer which have served their 
ntended end uses and would normally be disposed of as solid 
was e, h ving completed their life cycle as a consumer item. 
o ''f3ecor-.da·r··y waste'' mean~;, fr"·agrne·nt~"· <:>f pr-·oclucts or' finis;hed 
ucts f a manufacturing process generated within California, 
converted a virgin resource into a commodity of real 
economic value, and includes postconsumer waste, but does not 
include mill broke, wood slabs, ch1ps, sawdust or other wood 
idUf2 fr··orn a mar·,ufacttn·'in~~ pr'C•CF.~ss . 
.:::' in i st1ed p·r"·oduc:·t" rnE?al",~5 a rn.:n'kc:!t able r:n-·oduct or-· compoY,eY•t 
thereof th t has an economic value to a consuwer and is ready to 
be used without the requirement of further alteration of its 
fO'r''fll, 
lh act will not result 
report to the gislature 
Government Code. 
in departmental program changes 
ursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
r~eq u i i·' in~~ a 
the· 
This act's provisions 
<T't f t E?r" .] a y, u.:1 r··y 1 , l ~9EJ CJ, 
would apply to income years beginning 
c.:tnd befol·'E? J anuar'Y 1, 19~:1'+. 
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The California Integrated Waste Management Board is required to 
certify to the taxpayer that the machinery or equipment purchased 
qualified for the tax credit and is required to do all of the 
f'ollowir•~1: 
(1) pr'c;.vide <'U ... , annual listing to thE~ Fr··anchise Tax Bo.::n···d <r.n··t::ff':!'r'c:ibly 
on magnetic media or other machine readable form) 1n a form and 
manner agreed upon by the Franchise Tax Board and the board of 
the qualified taxpayers who were issued the certification; 
(2) pr~ovidt.e thE' taxpayer' with a copy of the cet··tification to r'etair, 
for his or her records; and 
(3) submit a report to the Legislature on the impact of this act's 
provisions. The information must include the number of taxpayers 
claiming the credit, the total dollar amount, and the equ1pment 
for which the credit was used. The California Integrated Waste 
Management Board is required to work cooperat1vely with the 
1::·.,.. .. ,,~'\nch i ~SE? rax Boat'd. ThE: Fr··a·nch i ~~E· Ta>< Boa;··d must pl'OY ide the 
data to thr:~ Cdl:i.foy·nic;, li',tE:[]Y'ated Wc:\ste M<~y,agernent Bc•at~d. 
Taxpayers who claim the credit are required to: 
(1) provide the California Integrated Waste Management Board with any 
dc•cunH:.nd;s,, dF~0U11ed nec.:·es~s;,c;;n··y· tc• VE?t'ify this~ act'<:; elir~ibility 
requirements; and 
(2) retain for his or her tax records a copy of the certification 
'r'f':•ce i vE:d f;··orn the !.>.< . .i. i f •Yr·y·, i ""· Wc.'l s t e !Yial'h:t~~ E?ftle·r·ot Boar·•cj. 
The following definitions are contained within the act: 
c• "BasE:: yt::-a·r··" i~::; the ta><al::lle::: Y"'"'-"X' immedi"it~,:ly f.:WE0CE?di·rH~ thE? taxable 
year for which the credit allowed by this section is claimed. 
o "!}ualifi•c:'d J:n-opel·'ty" me<.."trts ro1acr1iner··y o·r·· equipment loc:>::tted within 
California, which is used by the taxpayer exclusively to 
manufacture finished products composed of at least 50 percent 
::;ecor·,d.::n~y wa~~tl'? rnate:·r··ia1 ~'\lith c:tt 1<:-::;:~st 10 pet'cent of 1-'JI-dch is 
corn of postconsumer waste generated from within California. 
'' () ua l i f i E?d pl·-·o pE:·l···t: y '' may inc 1 ucj e ma l't u fact u t' i y, ~J eq u i pment which 
'.ltili.ze~::. 100 pE0'r'CE~·r•t ~~E?co·f"od;:n-y waste, includil'·J~~ at l.:::ast BO 
postconsurner waste where all of that material is 
contained within the finished product regardless of the finished 
pr-·c·clu.ct' ~'~ pt:;•·,· c·E·nt cons> umel' cor·ot ent:. "(,!ua l if i ed p·r-·opel··t y" 
includes, but is not limited to certain deinking equipment and 
certain equipment used to reclaim scecified plastic. 
,.) ''Po·""· t C:.'C•Y·· ''" umr::::·(·· waste'' i <;:.; OY1 1 y t h o~;e pi·'od uct cs lJel',er'a ted wit 11 i YJ 
C;;,-..lifo·,-·niE:t by,,,\ bu~::.ir·,ess; ol·-· co·n~;urnf:?l·' whicr·, have se·r'vecl their' 
ntended end uses and would normally be disposed of as solid 
waste~ having completed their life cycle as a consumer itern. 
o:::o ··~JE?COi· .. ,d<C~i-·y Wd'::;te'' meaY.s fr'aqmerots of pl·'oducts ot~ fi·nished 
products of a manufacturing proc~ss generated within California, 
\oJi·;ich 1·1a·::; cc)y·,v•:':l·'ted a vi·r'~jin r-·E?sc:.l.lt'Ce into:::. a commodity o:•f t'eal 
econoMic value, and includes postconsumer waste, but does not 
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This act also authorizes the Controller to continue transferring 
amounts contributed prior to the repeal date from the Personal Income 
Tax Fund to the desig~ated funds, and for the administrators of the 
designated funds to continue to disburse amounts contributed until 
they are exhausted. 
In addition, the FTB must report to the Legislature if in any f1scal 
year the administrative costs for any fund exceed 3% for the first 
year and 2% in succeeding years. The report includes: (1) The reasons 
the administrative costs exceed the targeted amount; and, (2) A plan 
to reduce the administrative costs in subsequent years. 
This act will not result in departmental program changes requiring a 
report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
Gc•vf:::r···r,IYIE•nt CociE?. 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-11 
SENATE BILL 1290 
Author: Seymour and Kopp 
Subject: Low-income Housing 
Laws A fecting Franchise Tax Board: 
artd 
T <:1x at i (.1n C·:•LIE~ 
Date f1led with Secretary of State: 
Chapter Number: 89-1156 
Sect 1on 23f)l0. :.5. 
Section 23610.5 of the Revenue 
'J/30/0'J 
This act modifies the provisions perta1ning to the low-income housing 
credit established under the Bank and Corporation Tax Law, as amended 
by SB 70 <Ch. No. 46. Gtats. 1989>, by allowing new credits to be 
<:~llocatecj fo·r·· incomE· yra<:"'!.i·"·':; i::lf?qinr·,inq Jc:,t·nua·r'y 1, l'J90, ;::~r.d ther'Ci?aftt?r"· 
only as long as comparable provisions are in effect at the federal 
l t:~ve 1. 
In addition, this act clarif1es the law by adding the follow1ng 
dc>finltior"rc;~ 
<:::• ''TaHPi:\yE:·~···'' fo·r· PUl"··po":;e'"'· of thE:: Bank C:\Y1d Cor-·por~at: ion l(.~w- .. ·ir'rCOfllf? 
housing credit, means the sole owner in the case of a C 
corporation, the partners in the case of a partnership, and the 
shareholders in the case of an S corporation. 
o "l···lous;inn <:':"po:::.r·,;:;;or-·" fo·r·· pur··poses; of the Bank arrd Cor··por'ation 
low-income housing credit means the sole owner in the case ot a C 
c:-.::. poi·· ic•n, tl· .. ,e p.::~r-·t:·r,E:-·,-·s"hip in th£7~ cc:t~;e of a par-tne·r··s;hip~ and 
the S corporation in the cc:tse of an S corporation. 
v'J i J 1 rr<:•t r'E•,:; u J t i. Yr c:l E." p<n't rnFnt c:d pr·"c:. J;!'r'<'Hn ch a ·n g es r··eq u i r·· in ~:1 ,:·:, 
ti··,<-:? L.Q[jif,;lc.it'.\r·c~ prJ·,··s:;uant to S~:?ctio·n 1J.017.:'5 of thE? 
Government Code. 
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This act requires employers to: 
1) Keep a contemporaneous log of the vehicle's use to determine if 
the use meets the requirements. The logged information must 
include, but is not limited to, dates and times the vehicle was 
driven, the mileage of each trip, and purpose of each trip. 
2> Retain documents verifying the vehicle's weight requirements. 
These would include the vehicle's owners manual and the vehicle's 
·r'"'?g is t ·r-·at i OY1. 
3) Provide the information in items #1 and #2 to the Franchise Tax 
Board upon request. 
In addition to the credit provided to employers for purchasing, 
contracting, or leasing vehicles, employers are also allowed: 
o ~ ~redit equal to 40 percent of the cost of providing subsidized 
ublic transit passes if the employer provides no free or 
subsidized parking. 
R credit equal to 20 percent of the cost for providing subsidized 
public transit passes if the employer provides subsidi=ed 
n a 1··· 1 n ~:1 • 
o f1 credit equal to 10 percent of the cost of providing subsidized 
public transit passes if the employer provides free parking. 
T act provid definitions for employer, employee, 
em oyer-sponsored ridesharinq incentive program, company st1uttle bus, 
cornp<::n,y cornmutE:Y·· b'-'S c•r' van, company rnoto·r·--···pool vehiclE" a·nd sub~"'.ic.1izt:::d 
I:J,·a····. ·,·,q,. 
Th credits prov 
t; E? employey· f1E:!Y 
ed this act are in lieu of any deduction to which 
be entitled for costs that are used to determine the 
allowable credit amount. 
F taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1989, and before 
.JaY,u<:H'Y 1, 1.'3':36, cr··c,•dit (c.~.vailable for·· c<.U'r'yover') is allowed to 
employees in non-employer-sponsored vanpool programs in an amount 
equal to 40 percent of all vanpool subscription costs. To be eligible 
to cla1m the credit recei s must be available. The credit allowed by 
this section may not exceed $480 per taxable year. 
definitions for vanpool, em p 1 oyE:::r', em p 1 oyee, and 
va·npoo l. pr'oq r'arn. 
C 1H·cf ·r~·U.lf::_::•<.:::. ·rw·f.0 [Jt' .. J..t\/.LCfE•d lYI t':).l]. tJ-·J·r"'E•e SE?C~tit::t"rtS; fCt'(' t.ht:' Shay··i'flg Crf' 
th ''·~dit tr,dH:? me,,·,"? tl·'i y·, one t;:lxpayer-' !..:;han?s in thE'3 expt:?nSE:'S. 
I c e ~here the employee's credit exceeds the taxpayer's net 
tax, the excess may be carried forward to succeeding years, if 
i'lf::'Ces~~;ax·}i•; 1xntJ.l tt,,-,: r··ewD.ini·n~l c;·'edit is exhausted. 
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This act prohibits the credit from being claimed for any solar eneroy 
system witl1 a generating capacity in excess of 30 megawatts for any 
t xable year for which the Internal Revenue Code does not allow at 
least a 10-percent tax credit for those systems which 1 equivalent in 
scope to the credit available under the Internal Revenue Code for the 
1989 calendar year. 
Sections 17039 and 2303b as amended, and 17052.5 and 23601.5~ as 
adciE?.d. 
Thi~:'> c:\ct c:1ll.;:;.w~:; t)oth thf::~ E'::><i~".ti·r-,~1 ~:.o121'r'·· F:nFr"·[;!y c·r··e~dit C:1l'1d tht::: nei-'J 
solar enerq credit to reduce the regular tax below the tentative 
rn nir111 .. tm ti,1X, but pt~ohibits thE· new cr'E~dit ft·'orn r~educi:r•q t!··,E~ 
alternative minimum tax. 
s act will not result in departmental program changes recuit·ing o 
re to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
vc,:r .. ·r·.rnt:?nt Cc·de. 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-14 
SENATE BILL 726 
bu ec:·t: Lc:<tN""·:i·ncornt-? fiou~3:i.n~cl 
L;:~w~::; ilf feet j. nq F r"·d·r",cl ... , 1 se T i::l>< E<.:::.c:\r-·c:l: 
.":..\ /< <:',::, t i. t:> 't""! C: () d f:Z• 
Section 17058 of th~ Revenue and 
Date F1led with Secretary of State: 10/02/89 
0'~·····1. 3!.~ 7 
rh1 act mod1f1es the provi ions pertaining to the low-1ncome housin~ 
credit established under the Personal Income Tax Law, as amended by SB 
/0 (Ch. No. If.,, bt,':\ts. :1.9b'::))~ by al1owin~:j nE~w cr··edits. to be e:dloc<:•.ted 
f.:::·;·· t: i:Ot >< d L! l·~~· yf:~,-:?1 1·'~:. bE· L.l i .,,,.,, i ., .. , q . J a y·,ua ·r"·y 1 , 1 ':J':JO .1 and t h f:~t'<::-?,~•. f t er"· or·, l y ,;:o~ s 
l<:·i'-,~~ .::;<S· cornpc::,·, bl.;:,. p-r-ovJ.s,ions c:-n .. ·e i·,..-, E~ffE?ct <':It tht.'? fE'cfe·r"·E:Il 1£'2\..'&::1. 
IYr ''"cjdjt:J. 
def:i·rrit iorrs~;. 
thi~ act clarif1es the law by addinq the following 
~~··rc:t:>·~p~:\yt::i·-''~ ·fc~·r-· pu·i·(:tC·~;E•£-. (_::,·f t:ht::• f.)r_.:··(··::·.()·na.l J·r .. JC·()hiE·:' ·re:1.>< L~'::·tv...: 
i ~(,c:·~.)f!lt::: : ·~~ ... u:.:; i ·r~:!J (:--;--··r:::-:·d 1 t n1t-:-ay·}:~; t (:.~ ~:.:-<) 1 t-:0 ()~#.Jy·~t·~·J·"· i ·n t ht0 c:·<-J.~::>f:? ()f c;1.r·, 
:trr.:IJ.v:i.Liue:\1 1 tr1e ners in the cnse of a partnership, and the 
in ~:3 c· () 'r'\ p C• f-. ~·a 't: i C• y·J .. 
"Ho,..ts :i. r·,~~ ~.:;pol··,·:;:;ol·-·" fo·r .. · pu.'r"·p.::•<:;;E~'::; .::d' thE: P(:;~-·~:;e;·r-,c:tl I ·r-,e;orne "f ii:'t>-( l...avJ 
ow-incomG hou ~g credit mea~s the sole owner in the case of an 
individual, the partnership in the case of a partnership, and the 
~:3 c:~ <: .. ·r~. p () Y< .::J. t i () -n :i. '{·I t J·'"t t::?! c:· {·~\sF:: () f c.;, ·r'·, ~:3 c~ (> , .... p () t~· (~:.. t i (:t r·t It 
This act will not result in departmental program changes requiring a 
'r''E•po·.-·t i:: .:::• t: f ... E! l....F! ~j i l ,-;:.. t IJ'r'E:' p u·r-·:::;. Uici\ ,·,t; t ::.;. ~)E:•Ct i. o·n J. J. 017, ".'} C• f 1:, hE? 
C-lc·Vii.£•'r'l'll'l1Blr,'f.: [:,::.elf:."!. 
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manufacturing facility, these incentives will not be available to any 
axpayer. Other provisions of this act, as described below, not 
;··.,,,?latc•:J to tax incentive~:; <::n'e effective ,J;:.,., .. ,rJar'Y 1, 1'.3'90. 
Section 11752 is amended. 
This act requires that the director of the Stephen P. 
be appointed by the Governor, subject to confirmation 
and who will serve at the pleasure of the Governor. 
T•2Et 1 Dc:1t a CE~nt et·' 
by thE? '3En·rab:? 
Formerly, the director of the Stephen P. Teal Data Center was 
appointed by the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Hous1ng 
Agency pursuant to civil service. 
Section 15333.G is amended. 
Th ~'' act rnc:d·<.G'><"'· f!l1Y•<:H··, tt:~chnict:d chan~Je~;; to the Oover~nrnent C>:;.ciEc:· 
provision that establishes the Cornpetit1ve Technology Advisory 
Coi:nnittE::>E· t,•J thJ.y, thE> DE! mt:?!r-d:; of CorrmiE::r··ct:~. 
Section 1537Y.3 i 
This act amends the prov1 ion that authorizes the California 
pet tive Technology Program to provide grants to technology 
t ·,.-··<:,·n~''· fer·· p·r'·o j E?ct 
SpE·c:i 'f iCE:il J.y thi c:~ct c.~CJCI~; cons:.or't ia to thE· typE·~~ of p·r··oject!?~ tt· .. rat E<r .. ·t-.~ 
e 1q1b e to receive funding through the grant orogram. 
development projects to be 
compliance with all of th 
used to furd third party 
following requirements: 
ects are within one or more specif1ed technology or 
industry prior ties. 
o The De ment of Commer~e has approved the process used for 
selecting the projects. 
a public agency or a 
net-for profit or a nonprofit organization. 
5379. 10 is amended. 
This act modifies the provision that limits the amount of funds the 
Director of Commerce 1nay award as discretionary technology transfer 
gi·~c:tnt ':;. 
Specifically, this act authorizes the Dir·ector of Commerce to award up 
to lj percent of the funds appropriated for a given fiscal year for 
consortia development proJects which do not have private sector match 
with1n six months from the date of the award of funding. If, after 
six months, no private sector match is available, funding under the 
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wou d se and al moneys previ usl be 
be returned to t state. 
cash or n-k nd contribution avail 
consortium develo 
ad 
lat i nd gs regarding the socio-economic 
E? co·nsor't urn t ocate it's DRAM semiconductor 
facil1ty in California. 
5379.21 is added. 
J.l·-·es t h£0 De 
i um des-;cr' i t:lE:d 
ment f Commerce to annually cert1 that 
in his act is eligible for the tax benefits 
17277 and 24390 are added. 
the deduct on of interest income that is attributable 
the taxpayer/lend to a cor ion hat was formed 
foreign manufacturers o state-of-the-art DRAM 
ips (Personal Income Tax Law Section 17231 and Bank & 
bt:•ction ;=.;:.t.,.3f:l'J·) it:h t-·E":s; to indt:?btEH1"rles~:. 
to the cor ion's facil or facilities located 
1 (beet on 
ion of t cost f (1) machinery and mach 
for fabricat1n processing, assembling, and 
and (2) machinery used to uce renewable energ 
ai or water pol tion control mechanisms (Bank & 
lax Law Sect on 2435G.3). this expensing s 
to equ used exclusively for he 
facilities located in California. 
f 100~/. f the 
oss <Dank & Corporation Tax Law Sections 2441G. 1 
respect to activities directly related 
ion' it o·r' f·acilitie~~ 1oc.:.d.:ecl i 
ec;; t c:"\ b 1 :i. ~:>1-"1 F:•<::; 
uc.'l.l i fi ed 
() i g loss can be carried forward for 
tax cr~t-."d it: s ·f 
p·r~c. y ( Ba ·n !-<: 
sales and use t x pc:\i ci 
>< Law 
~t only with respect to properties used exclusively 
facility or facilities located in Cal fornia. 
has uo o a value of $20~000,000 of 
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p 
assembling, and manufacturing or (2) for production of renewable 
energy resources or pollution control mechanisms. 
The amount of the credit is limited to the taxpayer's tax l1ability. 
In the case where the credit exceeds the tax, the excess may be 
carried over to succeeding years. Any sales tax claimed as a credit 
or• "qualified pr~oper~ty" rn.::1y not also irtCr'ease the b,:-t:::;is of such 
pr'O pet··t y. 
This act's tax provisions are operative for taxable and income years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1989, and sunset on January 1, 2005, 
but are only operative upon the annual certification by the Department 
of Commet'Cf!-J. 
This act will not result in departmental program changes requiring a 
report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
Gove·r··nment code. 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-16 
SENATE BILL 1207 
riut l"lC<l~ ~ ).l,eel"i!2 
Subject: Small Business 
Laws Affecting Franchise 
the 
Health Coverage Credit 
Tax Bo,;:n'd : 
Revenue and Taxation Lode 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: 
Chapter Number: 89-797 
Sections 17053.20 
September 26, 1989 
This act extends the Personal Income Tax and Bank and Corporation Tax 
credit, enacted by The Small Employer Health Coverage Ret of 1988, SB 
2260 <Stats. 1988, Ch. No. 1521>, to all small employers (25 employees 
or less), whether or not they subsidized health care insurance 
coverage for employees during 1986 or 1987. 
ln addition, technical corrections were made to the statutory 
definitions of employers and employees who meet qualification tests 
related to credit eligibility. These corrections clarify that the 
credit must be based on the employer's cost of furnishing health care 
coverage to employees who are residents of California and who might 
otherwise rely upon publicly supported medical services~ and that the 
credit may be claimed only by employers who have on the average no 
more than 25 employees. 
The cr1teria for employee health care insurance benefits established 
by AB 350 <W. Brown>, Ch 89-829, now fit within the definition of 
qualified "health cover··ar~e" fc.-,~ tht:~ pu~'pose of claiming the small 
employer health care credit. 
The small employer health care credit may be claimed for health 
coverage payments made by an employer on or after January 1, 1992. 
The small employer health coverage credit has no expiration date. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-18 
SENATE BILL 748 
Subject: Credit Union Exemption from Minimum Tax 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Section 23153 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code 
Date::> Filed with Bec·r~et<H'Y of [3tcilte: Dctob<::>r' 1, :!.98~3 
Chapter Number: 89-1222 
This act exempts all credit unions from imposition of the minimum 
franchise tax. State chartered credit unions would continue to be 
liable for a tax measured on outside investment income which is 
unrelated to income der•ived from business activities with credit union 
men1b(c?i···s. 
rJ'·,i'::; dCt WOU:i.c:l f1•.:•t l'"'C:~~~ttlt in dE'par•trfiE:?Ytti::\1 p·r•e<qr',.iifll ch;;.'\nge~::; ·,··c~quir··inq i.'i 
report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
L) () \·' (-~· '(', '(-, rn f? , ... , t c~ Cl d f.~) .. 
f~i u. t i··"fr-' : L t:? m 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-19 
ASSEMBLY BILL 982 
Subject: Corporate Dissolution- Minimum Tax in Final Year 
Li::iWS ffE:ect i y·,g r·r··anch i <:'>0? r ~:tx ElO<:H''d: f:3i:.:>Ct 1. o-r·, ;:~3.:33~:: of t I'HD I~C·?Vf:?r"tU.f:~ ai"•d 
·r z:•. x <::l. t 1 o·r, L:c•c:! e 
n Ceti··pc··r··a.tJ..::<n? v¥hic:h be?I:Ji·ns thE' .-·oc::·c:>~:;·:c. C:ti~ di~'S<::;olutiO:Yrt Or' Withdr·i::<.Wt:-:1.!. 
near the close of the corporate accounting per1od, may become liable 
f o:·n·· ''' r·, add it i .::.-, ,;,:·~ 1 fll i ·,r, i rn tHY! f r''<::\ nch i ':;e t; a>< l::>t:? f c•r'E~ t J-: E? d i s~;o l u t i <:)n or·' 
withdrawal 1s complete and the corporate entity ceases to exist for 
ta purposes. By amending Revenue and Taxation Code Section 23332, 
this act protects corporations from becom11~~ liable for an additional 
minimum tax only becau~~ the department's processing time for issuing 
a tax clearance certif1cate exceeds 30 days, which is the processing 
pE~r··i<:)d all.<::•>•Jt:?cJ tlrf:? Fr-·anchisE' T<::t>< Bo.;'\·r-·d by ',;;tatute. 
n minimum tax will not be imposed on a corporation for the final 
taxable year in which the cor ion ceases doing business, dissolves 
or withdraws, if all of the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. fhe corporation does no bus1nes~ in California during the final 
td .:::tb1E· YE~<:':'t·r··. 
fhe corporation files a request for a tax clearance certif1cate 
at leC~st 30 days before the beginning of the final taxable yedr. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO= 89-21 
ASSEMBLY BILL 2346 
Kelley 
Credit Donations of i 
A fecting Franchise Tax Board 
Number: 
Taxation Code 
Secretary f State: 
89-1248 
ltura 
Sect 
10 1 89 
23608 
is act provides a tax credit equal to 10 of the cost of 
ag i ultural ucts donated to certain non organizations. The 
uct must be in a condition that it may be used as food for numan 
beings and must be donated to a nonprofit charitable organization 
within the state. The credit is allowed to taxpayers who are engaqed 
in the business of processing, distributing, or selling any 
aq icultural product. The costs, which are allowed for ourposes of 
computing this credit amount, are those included in inventory costs 
under the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). Farming businesses also will 
the IRC inventory method for determining the costs of tne 
donations. 
I he credit amount exceeds the tax, the cred t may be carr1ed 
orward. 
of a husband and wife, only 
ng se e returns, t~e cred1t may 
ed between them. In the case of a 
one credit is allowed and f 
be taken by e1ther or equally 
nership, the credit is in 
ion to each ner's res ive share of the costs. 
d uctions otherwise allowed tor the same costs must be reduced 
amount of the credit. 
recei of the donated agricultural uct, the nonprofit 
anization must provide a certificate to the donor. The certificate 
be furnished to the Franchise ax Board uoon request. 
This credit is operative for income and taxab e years begin11inq on or 
after January 1 1 1989 and before January 1! 1992. 
1s act will not result in d mental program changes 
re to the L.egi 1 ure pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
Government Code. 
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r:~ 1 Chc;,n~:jE·•::. 
17c~Jt.;. 
0 f t·lt,~ 
act relocates and clarifies the 
i. cl •?:?Y'!t s. 
computation rules for 
Section 17276 of the Revenue and Taxat on Code is amended. 
Th s act eliminates the NOL computation rules from this section. 
rules were added to Section 17041 as stated above.) 
<rhe 
17276. 1 and 2441 . Ta ation Code are 
This act changes the format f setting f h the enterprise 
gram area NOL provisions clari ing that the 
ise zone/program area NOL ded ion is the same as Ca ifornia' 
ustained n years beg nn n NOL deduction exce 
l '::V:3i:":: 
i::\nd en ,"\cl 
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relating to treatment of i 
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security for a loan after December 
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taxpayers to e ect 
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modif cat on, or term 
This act mod i state 1 
of IRC Sec. 461 as it was 
repeal of the reserve for 
state poses. RA87 Sec. 11 
This act clarifies that the 
Decommissioning Reserve Fund 
su ect to th mi imum tax 
taxed. 
s 
i 
er 
f a lear 
h f not 
bonds are not 
This act conforms by reference to IRC Sec. 472, relating to LIFO 
i r.ver,t ot~ i es. 
This act repeals t is section (a counterpart to IRC Sec. 472(a), since 
Sec 24701 now conforms to IRC Sec. 472 by reference. 
This act repeals this section (a counterpart to IRC Sec. 472(b), since 
Sec. 24701 now conforms to IRC Sec. 472 by reference. 
This act repeals this section Ca counterpart to IRC Sec. 472(c), since 
Sec. 24701 now conforms to IRC Sec. 472 by reference. 
This act repeals this sect on a counterpart to IRC Sec. 472(d), since 
Sec. 24701 now conforms to IRC Sec. 472 by reference. 
Thi act repeals section <a counter to IRC Sec. 472(e), since 
r~efer"ence. Sec. 2470 now con orms to IRC Sec. 472 
Thi 
This act 
to restore angua 
1 987' 1139) . 
act n1akes 
secti 
ion (a counter to IRC Sec. 472(f), since 
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This act makes n ca amendments to rules relating to the treatment 
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t rnerd; of igi issue discount bonds. Prior law required the 
adjustment to be re ed in the year in which the bond matured, was 
sold, or otherwise d sposed of This amendment permits the difference 
to be r"ecoqr,ized c•ver~ a four" year' per"iod begir1nir,q ir1 19!?J: .. 
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This act makes a technical amendment, relating to aPportionment of 
income for international banking facilities, to delete a reference to 
Sec. 2304LJ.. 
This act corrects erroneous cross references in this section, relatinq 
to estimated tax requirements for general corporations. 
This act conforms to clerical amendments to federal law, relating to 
the calculation of interest on negligence and fraud penalties. [TAMRA 
Sec. 1015(b)J 
This act conforms to federal law relating to the penalties for 
negligence and fraud by restructuring the law and deleting the 
provisions that included in these penalties an amount equal to 50 
percent of the interest on the underpayment of tax. [TAMRA Sec. 
1015(b)J 
This act conforms to federal law by deleting a provision which reduced 
the penalty for underpayment of estimated tax if at least eo percent 
of the tax was pa.id <90 pE?r~cent t'ecJui·r'ed}. [I={Fl87 Sec. 10301] 
This act conforms to federal law by providing that the penalty for 
underpayment of estimated tax for any period prior tn 3/16/89 will be 
waived for any increase in tax due to the adoption of the technical 
arneYrclments iYrcluded in TAMF~A Sec. 1001 tht'ough 2005. [TAMRA 101'::.~ b)J 
This act substantially restructures the rules for computing the 
penalty for underpayment of estimated tax and conforms to federal 
charr~~es which: 
Delete the exception relating to use of last year's income and 
current year tax rates. 
Allows large corporations to use the prior year tax as their 
basis for making the first installment of estimated tax for the 
CUI·'t'errt Y£'?ar'. 
This act w1ll not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a reoort to the Leqislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 89-26 
ASSEMBLY BILL 36X AND SENATE BILL 34X 
Author: Klehs and Garamendi (respectively) 
Subject: Earthquake Related Disaster Loss Carryovers 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 17207 and 24347.5 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: November 7, 1989 
Chapter Number: 89-15x and 89-16x <respectively> 
Sections 17207 and 24347.5, as amended. 
These acts allow special treatment of excess disaster losses resulting 
from earthquake, aftershock or any other related casualty occurring in 
1989 in California which were sustained in a county or city proclaimed 
by the Governor to be in a state of disaster. Taxpayers are allowed 
to carry forward 100~ of excess losses for a period of five years. 
Fifty percent of any losses remaining after five years could then be 
carried forward for the next ten years. 
These acts also allow corporations to elect to deduct their disaster 
related losses on the prior year's return instead of on the return for 
the year in which the disaster occurred. 
These acts will not result in departmental program changes requiring a 
report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
Government Code. 
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EXHIBIT A Page 1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Since 1983, many provisions o£ £ederal law <Internal Revenue Code) 
have been incorporated into state law by reference, as o£ a •speci£ied 
date.• 
This bill would change the •specified date• £roa January 1, 1987 to 
January 1, 1989, £or taxable (or incoae) years beginning on or a£ter 
January 1, 1989 <Sec. 17024.5). In so doing, aany o£ the recent 
federal changes, such as the Revenue Act o£ 1987 and the Technical and 
Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988, would be incorporated into the 
Personal Income Tax Law <PITL) and the Bank and Corporation Tax Law 
<BCTL>. 
This exhibit provides a brie£ description o£ each of the changes that 
this bill would aake to the PITL and BCTL. 
DESCRIPTION OF REVENUE ACT OF 1987 
ACT SEC. 9301-9346 - PENSION FUNDING, TERMINATION, AND OTHER 
CHANGES. These sections of the Act strengthen the funding rules 
for de£ined benefit pension plans and provide a ten percent 
excise tax on £unding de£icienciea. 
Personal Income Tax Law. All o£ these changes <IRC Sec. 
401, 404, 411. 412, 414), except the new excise taxp would 
be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17501) by changing the 
•speci£ied date• £or re£erencing provisions of federal law. 
Section 17502 would be added to incorporate £ederal 
ef£ective dates speci£ied in Section 9341(c) o£ Public Law 
100-203. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. Only the changes relating to 
deductions by employers <IRC Sec. 404) would be incorporated 
into the BCTL (Sec. 24601> by changing the •speci£ied date• 
for re£erencing provisions o£ £ederal law. The other 
changes are not applicable to the BCTL. 
ACT SEC. 10101 - CHILD & DEPENDENT CARE CREDIT. This section 
provides that overnight camp expenses will no longer be quali£ied 
expenses £or purposes of the child and dependent care tax credit. 
Personal Income Tax Law. This change (IRC Sec. 21) would be 
incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17052.6) by changing the 
•specified date• for referencing provisions of federal law. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. This change is not applicable 
to the BCTL. 
ACT SEC. 10102 - DEDUCTION FOR QUALIFIED RESIDENCE INTEREST. 
This section modi£ies the rules relating to the deduction of 
interest expense on indebtedness secured by a personal residence 
by establishing new limitations on •acquisition indebtedness• o£ 
$1,000,000 and 8 home equity indebtedness• o£ $100,000. 
active 
contributions 
l.i:a:i tations that 
to the BCTL. 
voul.d 
A 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
to to use the prior year 
tax basis for to repeal the 
rates. 
and to the exception that 
year's income with current year tax 
The section denies 
to nonunion employees 
Sec. 17053.7 would be amended lo 
<IRC Sec. 51) into the PITL. 
Sec. 23621 would be amended 
<IRC Sec. 51) into the BCTL. 
10611 - ILLEGAL IRRIGATION SUBSIDIES. This section 
that gross income include any illegal £ederal irrigation 
that the excess o£ the amount required to be paid 
for the water over the amount actually paid. 
This change «IRC Sec. 90) would be 
PITL (Sec. 17081) by changing the 
provisions o£ £ederal law. 
This change <IRC Sec. 90) 
BCTL by adding Sec. 24276 to 
applies to water delivered a£ter 
1~ in income years beginning on or a£ter 
1 1989. 
This 
certain tax-exempt organizations, such as 
groups and itical action committees, to include on 
solicitations that contributions or gi£ts are not 
deductible as charitable contributions. 
the PITL. 
since 
This change is not applicable to 
This change <IRC Sec. 6113, 
incorporated into the BCTL, 
in£ormation will have already been disclosed in 
with federal law. 
- PUBLIC INSPECTION OF RETURNS OF EXEMPT 
This section requires tax-exempt organizations to 
inspection of certain tax documents. 
the PITL. 
This change is not applicable to 
This change <IRC Sec. 6104> 
the BCTL, since the 
Pag< r 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
information will have 
with federal law. 
been disclosed in compliance 
ACT SEC. 10703 - ADDITIONAL INFO OH RETURNS OF EXEMPT 
ORGANIZATIONS. This section requires that tax-exempt 
organizations disclose on their tax return information regarding 
transfers, transactions, and relationships with other tax-exempt 
organizations. 
Personal Inco•e Tax Lav. This change is not applicable to 
the PITL. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Lav. Section 23772 would be 
amended to incorporate this change <IRC Sec. 6033) into the 
BCTL. 
ACT SEC. 10704 - PENALTIES® This section adds and modifies 
penalty provisions relating to disclosure of nondeductibility of 
contributions, public inspection of tax documents~ and disclosure 
that certain information or services are available from the 
federal government. 
Personal Income Tax Law. 
to the PITL. 
since the requirement 
into the BCTL. 
ACT SEC. 10705 - DISCLOSURE 
These changes are not applicable 
<IRC Sec. 6652, 
into the BCTL~ 
being incorporated 
This section requires tax-exempt to disclose that 
certain information is available from the federal government. 
Personal Income Tax Lav. 
the PITL. 
This is not applicable to 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. This <IRC Sec. 6711> 
would be incorporated into the 
information vill have been disclosed in 
with federal law. 
ORGANIZATIONS. This section modifies existing rules relating to 
prohibited political activities by organizations. 
The changes to IRC Sec. 501 and 
504 are not applicable to the PITL. The to IRC Sece 
170 would be into the PITL (Sec. 17201) 
changing the • date~ £or of 
£ederal law. Section 17241 would be amended to delete the 
automatic repeal date established AB 128 <State. 1989~ 
Ch. 9) 
sections made 
EXHIBIT A 
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23704. and 
most o£ these changes 
BCTL. The changes to 
are not to the 
These 
technical corrections to provisions of the Internal 
the Tax Refora Act o£ 1986 (Public Law 99-514)p the 
Oanibus Reconciliation Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-509>. 
and the Oanibus Reconciliation Act o£ 1987 (Public Law 
100-203). 
in 
17671w 
18802. 
24363. 
245419 
that these corrections made changes to 
the IRC that are incorporated into California 
this bill would adopt those changes <Act 
o£ law and apply them 
in Public Law 100-647. 
extent that these corrections made changes to. 
of the IRC that are into 
this bill would adopt those 
Sec. 17020.12, 17027, 17039, 
17551. 17562, 
18682. 18684, 18689, 
24361, 24363, 
24513# 24521, 
24667, 24916, 
A croaa~reference 1 the treatment of the 
various technical corrections is attached as Exhibit B. 
continuous 
This section imposes an 
the rate of 
when there is a failure to 
continuous coverage ruleae This section 
that denies a business deduction to an 
group health plan that does not meet 
The existing denial o~ deductions 
repealed and related technical 
amendments <IRC Sec. 106 and 414) would be incorporated into 
the PITL (Sec. 17131, 17201, and 17501) by changing the 
• date• £or referencing provisions of federal law. 
The existing denial of 
deductions <IRC Sec. 162> would be repealed from the BCTL 
Sec. 24343 the •specified date• for 
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o£ £ederal law. The related 
technical amendments are not applicable to the BCTL. 
The excise tax provision (lRC Sec. 4980B> would not be 
into either the PITL or the BCTL. 
This section modi£ies rules that restrict employers £rom 
discrimination in benefits to their eaployees. 
The changes in discrimination 
rules <IRC Sec. 89, 129. 410, and 414) would be incorporated 
into the PITL (Sec. 17081, 17131, and 17501> by changing the 
• date• for re£erencing provisions o£ federal law. 
Section 17092 would be added to the PITL to incorporate 
federal ef£ective dates. Howeverp Section 17095 would be 
added to that the provisions of IRC Sec. 89 would 
not to taxable years beginning in 1989. 
relating to returns and records <IRC Sec. 
of tax for failure to file information 
Sec. 6652> would not be incorporated into the 
since California relies upon the federal governaent to 
approve and monitor oyee benefit plans. 
The amendments to IRC Sec. 2036 and 4976 are not applicable 
to the PITL. 
These are not 
exclusion is extended for one year, but does 
not apply to taxable years beginning after December 31~ 1988. 
This section also amends rules relating to education at the 
graduate level. 
127) would be 
:federal law. 
auto1111atic 
9). 
Both changes (IRC Sec. 117 and 
incorporated into the PITL (Sec. 17131) by 
date• £or referencing provisions o£ 
Section 17154 would be a1111ended to delete the 
date established AB 128 <Stats$ 1989, 
These changes are not 
This exclusion is extended for one year, but does not 
taxable years after December 31. 1988. A new 
limits this exclusion to $70 per taxable year. This 
section also makes related technical amendments to the provisions 
cafeteria plans. 
made 
<Stats. 
.bJ.i. A 
DESCRIPTION 
o£ <IRC Sec. 120 
(Sec. 17131) 
o:f 
be a&ended to de~ete the 
date estab~ished AB 128 State. 1989, 
These are not 
This 
credits a~~ocated in 
at least 10 percent of the 
incurred the year o£ allocation 
in service within the next two years. 
ftany of these changes <IRC Sec. 
into the PITL <Sec. 17058) by 
date• for provisions of 
modifications £or state purposes 
The state issues were addressed 
46). 
Rany o£ these changes (!RC 
into the BCTL (Sec. 23610.5> 
provisions 
no modifications £or state 
this bill. The state issues were 
Ch. 46). 
of 
o:f these <IRC Sec. 
into the PITL <Sec. 17058) by 
provisions of 
no modifications for state purposes 
hi~~. The state issues were addressed 
Ch. 46). 
o£ these changes <IRC 
into the BCTL <Sec. 23610.5) 
date• for provisions 
no modifications for state 
this bi~l. The state issues were 
Ch. 46>. 
extends the credit for increasing research 
to any amount incurred after 
<IRC Sec. 41) would be 
Sec. 17052.12) the 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
•speci£ied date• £or referencing o£ federal law. 
However, Sec. 17052.12 would be amended £or technical 
corrections and deletion of the federal sunset date which 
conflicts with current state law. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. This change <IRC Sec. 41) 
would be incorporated into the BCTL (Sec. 23609) by changing 
the •specified date• for referencing provisions of federal 
law. However, Sec. 23609 would be amended for technical 
corrections and deletion of the federal sunset date which 
conflicts with current state law. 
ACT SEC. 4008 - DENIAL OF DEDUCTION FOR 50% OF RESEARCH CREDIT. 
This section denies a deduction for research expenditures equal 
to one-half of the amount of the research credit. It also makes 
the credit elective, rather than required, and makes related 
technical amendments to other sections. 
Personal Income Tax Law. The elective provision and 
relevant technical amendments <IRC Sec. 28, 41, 196, and 
280C> would be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17052.12. 
17057, and 17201) by changing the • date• for 
referencing provisions of federal law. However, Sec. 17057 
would be amended for technical corrections and deletion of 
the federal sunset date which conflicts with current state 
law. Sec. 17270 would also be amended. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. 
relevant technical amendments 
280C> would be into the BCTL 
23609.5, and 24440> by the • 
referencing provisions of federal law. Sec. 
23609.5 and 24440 would be amended for technical corrections 
and deletion of the federal sunset date which conflicts with 
current state law. 
delays 
on miscellaneous itemized deductions, 
indirect expenses of a shareholder in 
company <mutual fund), until 
Personal Income Tax Law. This 
incorporated into the PITL (Sec. 
•specified date• for 
However, federal law contains 
would amend Sec. 17076 to 
intended, without the 
of the two percent floor 
with respect to the 
a regulated investment 
1, 1990. 
Sec. 67) would be 
the 
of federal law. 
and this bill 
as it was 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. 
to the BCTL. 
This is not applicable 
ACT SEC. 4012 - EXCLUSIONS RELATING TO FSLIC AND FDIC PAYMENTS. 
This section extends the rules relating to the exclusion of 
assistance payments made the Federal and Loan 
the PITL. 
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troubled financial institutions through 
section also the rules to 
the Federal Insurance 
banks. 
These changes are not applicable 
The changes to IRC Sec. 382 
BCTL <Sec. 24592> by chang1ng 
date~ for rei LluhL of federal 
this bill would amend Sec. 24592 to make 
not applicable for state purposes. The 
RC Sec. 368 and 597 would be incorporated 
the •specified date• for 
of federal since the BCTL 
<Sec. and 24562) are not tied to federal 
This 
rather than 90 percent, recapture 
in earlier installments by a corporation using 
method of estimating its tax. 
This change is not applicable to 
This chanye <IR~ Sec. 6655) 
icies 
than as an investment. 
for 
insurance contract. rather 
.law 
This change <IRC Sec. 7702> would 
PITL (Sec. 17020.6> by changing the 
referencing provisions of federal law. 
This change <IRC Sec. 7702> 
BCTL <Sec. 23045> by changing 
for referencing provisions of federal 
This 
nev contracts.• 
Amounts received under such a contract must be treated first as 
then as recovery of basis. Loans are treated as amounts 
received the contract and a 10 percent tax is imposed on 
certain amounts received that are includible in gross income. 
Sec. 17020.6 would be amended to 
this change <IRC Sec. 7702A) into the PITL. 
would be amended to reflect re.lated technical 
amendments Sec. 72>. 
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Bank and Corporation Tax Law. Sec. 23045 vou~d be amended 
to incorporate this <IRC Sec. 7702A> into the BCTL. 
The re~ated technical amendments are not to the 
BCTL~ 
ACT SEC. 5013 - VALUATION OF GROUP-TERM LIFE INSURANCE. This 
section strikes out a provision that employees age 64 or older 
shall be treated as if they were age 63. the IRS will have 
to prescribe higher monthly costs (in five-year brackets> for 
ages 64 and over. 
Personal Income Tax Law. This change <IRC Sec. 79) would be 
incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17081> by changing the 
•specified date• for provisions of federal ~aw. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. 
to the BCTL. 
This change is not applicable 
ACT SEC. 5041 - LONG-TERM CONTRACTS. This section increases~ 
from 70 to 90 percent, the portion of a long-term contract that 
must compute income and expenses under the percentage of 
completion method of accounting for contracts entered into on or 
a£ter June 21, 1988. 
Personal Income Tax Law. 
460) would not be 
added>. The PITL would 
Reform Act of 1986 <40 
the percentage o£ 
<IRC Sec. 56 and 
into the PITL <Sec. 17564 
continue to be conformed to the Tax 
to be under 
<IRC Sec. 56 
and 460) would not be into the BCTL <Sec. 
24673.2 amended). The BCTL would continue to be con£ormed 
to the Tax Re£orm Act of 1986 (40 percent required to be 
computed under the of method>. 
ACT SEC. 5073 - DENIAL OF DEDUCTION FOR RESIDENTIAL TELEPHONE. 
This section provides that where business is conducted in the 
hose, no deduction will be allowed for to the 
£irst line into the taxpayer's home. 
Personal Income Tax Law. This <IRC Sec. 262> would 
be incorporated into the PITL (Sec. 17201) changing the 
•speci£ied date• £or of £ederal law. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. 
to the BCTL. 
section 
partnership which has one 
unrelated business tax 
This is not applicable 
Sec. 17932 would be amended to 
<IRC Sec. 6031) into the PITL. 
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This change is not applicable 
rules to apply 
as well as 
This section 
contracts or options to 
the actual sale o£ stock 
This change <IRC Sec. 1091) would 
PITL <Sec. 18031> by changing the 
re£erencing provisions OI xederal la~. 
This change <IRC Sec. 1091> 
would be incorporated into the BCTL <Sec. 24998) by changing 
the m date• for referencing provisions o£ federal 
law. 
nondealer sales to 
of the interest charge 
types of property, not 
This change <IRC Sec. 453A> would 
the PITL (Sec. 17560 amended). 
This change <IRC Sec. 453A) 
the BCTL CSec. 24667 
adds a requirement that in order to avoid 
rules when an ESOP acquires stock, 
after the plan must have a number of 
that is not less than 50 percent of the average 
of the loss corporation during the three year 
This change is not applicable to 
the PITL. 
law. 
This change <IRC Sec. 382) 
BCTL <Sec. 24592> by changing 
for referencing provisions of federal 
section adds a provision that permits a 
deduction for 80 percent of amounts paid to an institution of 
even though the taxpayer receives the right to 
at an athletic event conducted by the receiving 
institution. The federal change is retroactive to years 
after 1983. 
This change <IRC Sec. 170) would 
PITL (Sec. 17201>, effective for 
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taxable years beginning on or after 
the • date~ £or of 
federal law. Sec. 17241 added AB 128 
State. 1989, Ch. 9) would to delete its 
automatic repeal date. 
24357.10 would be added 
change (lRC Sec. 170) into 
ACT SEC. 6002 - This 
a spouse to section adds a provision that 
rollover gain £rom the sale o£ a 
other spouse died after the sale 
replacement residence. 
principal residence where the 
and before occupying the 
Personal Income Tax Law. This <IRC Sec. 1034> would 
be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 18031) by changing the 
•specified date• for referencing provisions of federal lav. 
However, Sec. 18044, as added by AB 128 (Stats. 1989, Ch. 9> 
would be amended to delete its automatic date. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. 
to the BCTL. 
a provision 
80 percent> of meals to 
This change is not applicable 
This 
gas rigsp 
effective for taxable years beg on or 
1988, and to employees who are crew members 
after 1, 
of certain commercial 
on or after vessels, effective for taxable years 
January 1, 1989. 
This <IRC Sec. 274) would 
be incorporated into the PITL (Sec. 17201) the 
•specified date• for o£ federal law. 
However, Sec. 17271, as added AB 128 (Stats. Ch. 9) 
would be amended to delete its automatic 
This IRC Sec. 274) 
BCTL <Sec. 24443) by 
the •specified date• for of federal 
law. However# Sec. 24443 would be amended to sunset 
state rules which to income years 
in 1987 or 1988. 
This section adds a 
provision that extends relief to certain spouses whose net worth 
is less than $10~000 retroactive to 1, 1985. 
nature. 
(noncode) would not be 
is retroactive in 
DESCRIPTION 
This is not. icable 
This 
from gross income amounts 
Avard as as the 
the benefit of a school or school 
This <noncode) vas added 'lu 
AB 128 (Stats 1989, Ch. 9). This 
to delete the automatlc repeal 
This change is not applicable 
·.2 
report the unearned 
on the parent's return. 
This 
PITL (Sec. 
<IRC Sec. 1) would be 
17041) by changing the 
o:f federal law. 
is not. applicable 
above-the-line deduction Cnot subject to 
for jury pay which is remitted to the 
These CIRC Sec. &2, 220, 
into the PITL <Sec. 17072.5 and 
Ch. 9). This bill would 
17072.5 and 17273 to delete the automatic repeal 
that. bill. 
These changes are nnt 
use a standard mileage rate 
standard rate used by other 
This change <noncode) was 
into the PITL <Sec. 17289) by AB 128 <Stats. 
This bill would amend Sec. 17289 to delete 
the automatic repeal date provided by that bill. 
This change is not applicable 
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restricts the additional exemption ~or a student 
situations where the student is less than 24 years 
o:f age. 
This change <IRC Sec. 151) would 
PITL <Sec. 17054) changing the 
o:f :federal law. 
is not ap 
to the BCTL. 
one-time exclusion o~ 
situations where the 
incapable o~ sel~ care. 
became physically or 
This change <IRC Sec. 121> was 
incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17153> by AB 128 tStats. 
Ch. 9). This bill would amend Sec. 17153 to delete 
the automatic date provided by that bill. 
This change is not applicable 
to the BCTL. 
<IRC Sec. 263A) were 
17261) AB 128 <State. 
This bill would amend Sec. 17261 to delete 
the automatic date provided that bill. 
:federal 
This section 
years) :for 
horticultural structures 
changes <IRC Sec. 263A> 
24422.3) 
recovery 
agricultural or 
ona o~ 
Sec. 168) would 
the 
law. 
This is not 
since Cali~ornia has not con~ormed 
the BCTL to the :federal Accelerated Coat 
this (IRC Sec. 168> 
into the BCTL (Sec. 23802) with to •s• corporations 
law. 
BIT A 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
This 
farm property to the 150% 
19 
ons 
of 200%), unless an election 
od expenses. 
This change <IRC Sec. 168> would 
PITL (Sec. 17201) by changing the 
provisions o£ federal law. 
This change is not generally 
since California has not conforaed 
to the federal Accelerated Cost Recovery System. 
<IRC Sec. 168) would be incorporated 
23802) with respect to •s• corporations 
date• for referencing provisions 
This section 
the straight-line 
over ten years. 
This change <IRC Sec. 168) would 
PITL <Sec. 17201) by changing the 
of federal law. 
This change is not generally 
since California has not conformed 
the BCTL the federal Accelerated Cost Recovery System. 
<IRC Sec. 168) would be incorporated 
into the BCTL (Sec. 23802> with respect to •s• corporations 
date• for referencing provisions 
law. 
This section allows a cash basis taxpayer who receives insurance 
as a result of destruction or damage to crops, under the 
of to elect to include the income 
the i£ it can be shown that the 
been reported in that year. 
This change <IRC Sec. 451) would 
into the PITL (Sec. 17551) changing the 
date• for referencing provisions of federal law. 
Sec. 17559 would be added this bill to 
the effective date provisions of Sec. 6030(b) of 
Publ1c Law 100-647 (sales or exchanges a£ter December 31p 
1987). 
This <IRC Sec. 451> 
BCTL <Sec. 24661) changing 
date• £or re£erencing provisions of federal 
24661 would be amended this bill to 
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the effective 
Public Law 100-647 (sales or 
1987). 
of Sec. 6030(b) of 
December 31, 
This section modifies the rules for nondealer real property 
installment obligations which are pledged as security for a loan 
after December 17, 1987. 
This change (noncode) would not be 
PITL <Sec. 17560 aaended>. 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law. This change (noncode) would 
not be incorporated into the BCTL (Sec. 24667 amended>. 
ACT SEC. 6032 - LIKITATIONS ON CASH RETHOD OF ACCOUNTING. This 
section includes consideration of indirect holdings through 
trusts in determining whether or not the ownership of a personal 
service corporation qualifies for an exception that permits the 
corporation to use the cash method of accounting. 
This change <IRC Sec. 448) would 
be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17551> by changing the 
~ date• for referencing provisions of federal law. 
law. 
This change <IRC Sec. 448> 
BCTL <Sec. 24654) by changing 
for referencing of federal 
This 
to 
the Disaster Assistance Act of 1988. 
date• for 
Sec. 17559 would 
This <IRC Sec. 451> would 
PITL <Sec. 17551> by the 
of federal law. 
this bill to 
the effective date 
Public Lav 100-647. 
of Sec. 6033(b) of 
This (IRC Sec. 451> 
BCTL <Sec. 24661 
referencing of federal 
would be amended by this bill to 
the effective date provisions of Sec. 6033(b) of 
Public Law 100-647 
that the nondiscrimination 
requirements 89 do not apply to 
benefit •aintained a church for 
These <IRC Sec. 89 and 
into the PITL (Sec. 17081 and 
21 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
date" :for 
Sec. 17092 would be added to the 
federal ef:fective date as 
Public Law 100-647. Sec. 17095 
that IRC Sec. 89 would not 
1989. 
These are not 
modifies the nondiscrimination rules 
contributions to a tax sheltered annuity program 
reduction 
This <IRC Sec. 403) would 
PITL (Sec. 17501) changing the 
of :federal law. 
This is not applicable 
o:f government or churches 
instead of requiring 
year a:fter attaining age 
Sec. 401> would 
by the 
o:f :federal law. 
would add Sec. 17502 to 
as in Sec. 1121<d> of 
This is not applicable 
the limitation on benefits under a 
not be less than the accrued bene:fits 
determined without 
October 14, 1987 
to any 
:federal e:f:fective dates. 
This <IRC Sec. 415> would 
PITL (Sec. 17501) changing the 
provisions o:f :federal lav. 
to the PITL to con:form to the 
This is not applicable 
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may be considered 
This 
me-dicaJ 
purposes o:f the 
This change <IRC Sec. 401> would 
be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17501) by tho 
"specified date·" for rPferenciny provisions of fedPral la'Vi. 
However, Sec. 17502 would be added to incorporate the 
federal ef:fective dates as ied in Sec. 1112(e) o1 
This change is not applicable 
to the BCTL. 
This 
section provides that coins issued by states are not treated as 
collectibles and may be a part of a qualified individual 
retirement account <IRAJ. 
mu 
This CIRC Sec. 408) would 
into the PITL <Sec. 17501) by chang the 
•specified date• :for referencing ons of federal law. 
ThiR change is not applicable 
to the BCTL. 
employer on plans. 
Th1s change llRC Sec. 413) would 
be incorporated into the PITL (Sec. 17501) by changing the 
•specified date* for provisions of federal law. 
Law. This 
to the BCTL. 
section decreases 
:for police and firef 
This 
PITL tSec. 
is not applicablP 
minimum serv1ce 
:from 20 to 15 years. 
<IRC Sec. 415) would 
17501> the 
referencing of federal law. 
However, this bill would add Sec. 17512 to incorporate the 
federal effective dates as speci:fied in Sec. 1106<i> of 
Public Law 99-514. 
This is not 
to the BCTL. 
This 
section modifies the ef:fective date of technical corrections made 
to IRC Sec. 133 Sec. 1011Blh) of Public Law 100-647. 
23 
would be amended 
into the 
1, 19901' 
<noncode) would be 
the date• 
l.aw ( 17024. 5). 
deferred 
is not applicable 
This 
to be 
income 
be 
1t ied date• 
17024 5) 
not. 
Sec. 17566 would be added by this 
(noncode) into the PITL. 
is not 
This 
were 
(noncode) would be 
the 111 date" 
of federal law (17024.5). 
This is not. applicable 
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This 
section would broaden the free travel exclusion of airline 
to include of air cargo 
be incorporated into 
• date• for 
Sec. 17134, as added 
amended to delete the 
to the BCTL. 
This change <IRC Sec. 132) vould 
the PITL <Sec. 17131) by changing the 
of federal law. 
Ch. 9) would be 
automatic repeal date. 
This change is not applicable 
This 
section adds new rules relating to spinoffs and similar 
transactions to banks that are established by the FDIC to assume 
the and other liabilities of a closed bank. 
to the BCTL. 
This change <IRC Sec. 414) would 
PITL (Sec. 17501> by changing the 
provisions of federal law. 
This change is not applicable 
section adds a rule that protects the treatment of 
-sum distribution vhere a portion of the proceeds is paid 
a spouse (or former spouse) under court order. 
This change <IRC Sec. 402) would 
be incorporated into the PITL <Sec. 17501> by the 
•specified date• for referencing provisions of federal law. 
to the 
section provides 
employers having 
to the BCTL. 
This change is not applicable 
(noncode) would be 
the • 
of federal law (17024.5). 
This change is not 
This 
have 
These changes <IRC Sec. 401 and 
into the PITL <Sec. 17501 and 
BIT A 
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25 
not 
(noncode would not be 
affects years 
(noncode would 
:it affects 
:insurance contracts. 
( RC Sec. 7702 
17020.6) 
of federal law. 
<IRC Sec. 7702> 
23045) 
o:f federal 
<IRC Sec. 56 and 
PITL <Sec. 17062 and 
date• for 
These are not 
This section •odi:fies 
IRC Sec. 988 and 
18031> by 
ons o:f 
IRC Sec. 988 
Sec. 24998 
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the 111 
:federal law. 
the PITL. 
dat.e 111 .for o:f 
This change is not. applicable to 
This 
BCTL 
Sec:. 501) 
Sec$ 23704. 
electric: company will not lose its tax 
of indebtedness arising .from the 
a certain loans 
the PITL. 
certain associations 
under state lav. 
taxes in installments. 
allowance of installment 
o.f interest on the 
to the BCTL. 
tax. 
This is not. to 
are not 
(noncode> would 
it relates to 
:from taxation 
This 
of income 
amendment clarifies that the 
Cali:fornia has its own 111 
the amendment would be 
Sec. 18687. 
is not. 
<IRC Sec. 168) would 
17201> the 
o:f federal law. 
This <IRC Sec. 168) 
BCTL (Sec. 23802> 
A 
to 
wou1d 
to 
56) 

ON 
been 
would amend both 
Tax Lava to 
would 
:federal 
re:ference. 
lava enacted on or a:fter 
23051. 
would aaend both 
Tax Laws to 
o:f estimated tax 
would not become e:f:fective 
1 o:f the year :following 
o:f new provisions 
the year o:f 
•a de 
This bill 
clinical 
are allowed 
minimum tax <Sec. 
amend state 
contain a state sunset 
:federal sunset date. 
con:form to :federal law by 
may not reduce the 
tax 
numerous in the 
elected to be treated as 
rules would 
1, 1990 <Sec. 
Cali:fornia and 
have a new requirement 
Franchise Tax Board no later than 
election. 
1110 to elect to 
purposes would be 
that ~ 
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£rames established under £ederal law. Previous elections by 
corporations would be revoked £or income years 
or after January 1, 1990. 
that become qualified a£ter uaking a £ederal •s• 
election could elect to be a •c• or report their •s• status 
within two and one-hal£ months after qualification. If a timely 
•c• election is not made, the corporation will be treated as an 
•s• 
•s ions• for state purposes which terminate theii 
election £or federal or state purposes, or both, would be 
required to notify the Franchise Tax Board of such teruination. 
REGULATED INVESTMENT COMPANIES. This bill would make exceptions 
to £ederal law in order to clarify the application of federal law 
for state purposes. In general, regulated investment companies 
would be taxed only upon their undistributed incoue, but not less 
than the minimum tax <Sec. 24412 amended>. 
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS. This bill would make exceptions 
to £ederal law in order to clarify the application of £ederal law 
for state purposes. In general, real estate investment trusts 
would be taxed only upon their undistributed income, but not less 
than the minimum tax <Sec. 24413 amended). 
This bill would increase the limitations on 
tax credits £or employers, relating to child care facilities and 
plans, and would make various technical amendments (Sec. 
17052.17, 17052.18, 23617, and 23617.5 amended>. 
MISCELLANEOUS. This bill would make numerous technical 
corrections to the Personal Income Tax Law and the Bank and 
Corporation Tax Law (Sec. 17024.5, 17039, 17041. 17052.9p 
17052.11, 17054.5, 17055, 17061.5, 17063, 17072, 17133, 17270, 
1 17276~ 17504, 17506, 17515, 17565, 17570, 17858. 18408.5p 
18682, 23051.5~ 23453, 23612, 23701v, 23733, 23772p 23802, 
23803, 24343, 24349.1, 24353.1, 24356.1, 24362, 24380, 24381, 
24690, 24701-24707, 24833, 24994, 25107, 25561, 25954, and 
Act. Sec. 163>. 
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No. 
4it~t0:. 
EXHIBIT B 
TECHNICAL ~15 - TAfl\RA ACT SECTIONS 1001 - 2005 
IRC SECTI!J.l PMA SECTIIJI 
Ultl 68b7(b) 
llel (al <2l 531 
4895 N/A 
1175 N/A 
N 18654 
N/A 
N/A 11e1 (al (Ji 
llel 
1 i2l 415 N/C 
63\cl !Sl 435 N/C 
1le1 !2l 6812 Cal I 1l 4it0 N/A N 16401 
1111 (bl(Jl<B 527 3885 N/A N/A 
1111 (c) 
Ultl ld) 
11e1 
1111 (fl 
1101 
1111 (h) 
1101 (hl 
1002 (a) 
1002 (aJ 
1102 lal 
1112 ial 
1U2 !al 
1U2 
32 585 N/A N/A 
N/A 77~1!bi cs; 4840 NJA 
86 5632 N/A N 17067 
&7 
27<t 
280A 
1&8 
312 
125eidl { 
{c) 
480 CON SEC162 Y 1707& 
526 CON S£Clb2 
SEC162 Y 
1130 CON SEC162 Y 17201 
1158 N/A Nih 
S..~l CON S£C162 18151 
N/A 
5174 CON SEC1&2 1720: 
5122 CON SEC162 17062 
5114 N/A y 
768 N/A N/A 
5015 ill/A N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
c 
c 
N/A 
NIA 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
NIH 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
SECTION 
Y 2444Z 
t./A 
N/A 
CO.". SEC162 Y 2434i. 5 
CON SEC1b2 Y 2448~ 
N/A N/A 
CON RP/ADD N 24373 
CON SEC1&2 V 23400 
N/A y 24591 
N/A N/A 
N/A N/A 
RATE I:F TAX lHlJUI!IED CASH 
RATE I:F TAX 
AMOOT !F PERSi:HlL EXBIPTIONS 
ST~DARD DEDII:TION FOR ELDERLY /BLIND 
DEPEhi:iENTS 
FILIIE THRESHOLD EUlERL Y /IUI\I 
Eli'LOYEE EXPENSES REIMBURSED BY 
POLITICAL ORGANIZATI!J.lS ARE RBO~E THE 
LINE IEIOCH!J.lS 
E.ARI\Eil ItDJ£ CREDIT 
PRIVATE FOUNDATION RULES, DEFINITION C 
N/R ALIENS! WiTHHOLDING ON N/R AliENS 
SEOJRITV BENEFITS FfD! 
EARr£L lNC!)l£ 
PROVIDES ORDERING RULES FOR IPPLICATI( 
!F LIMITS IJI EXPENSES SUBJECT TO THE c 
FL.OOR 
AI\ 
PROFIT 
H\lii1E. !FF!CE DEDUCTION 
CALCULATING E & P 
FOR 
OF CERTAIN 
IN SECTION 
INJESTt<.Z;;:-
TO AMORTIZATION OF 
LHtt 
AND SPECIAL RULES FOR 
TAX CREDIT 
TO THE AJIII{l)IT OF Tii 
E.i:rilB:I b 
AMENDMENTS - T~RA ACT SECTIUNS 100~ 20e5 
COR~ COR;: c 
INSTR ACTION C BCTL SECTION i:Dit!C."TS 
CON REPEAL N 24375 ~ CERTAINTY TEST 
11112 172il1 CON EPBl. N 2437& APJll.ICAIU MTE 
1112 CON SEC162 V 24349.1 LIMITATION ON DEPRECIATION ON CERTAIN 
PRtJlERTY USED FOR PER!DR PURPOSES 
COt\ SEC1&2 V 23802lfl ELECTION TO EXPENSE DEPRECIAFU BUS:NE:::= 
ASS!.:. IS 
MIA y 2J802(f) 
1112 N/A N/A INUESDE!Ii1 CREDIT BASIS ADJUS~i:i 
11112 7JIN/A N/A N/A N/A GB£RA.. BUSitESS CREDIT ORDERIIE Rll.ES 
1112 N/R N/R N/A RESEARCH CREDIT 
1112 (h) 748 CON SEC1&2 17152. CON SEC1&2 Y 2.3619 RESEARCH CREDIT LIMITATION DN 
INDIVIDUALS 
1112 1131 1755; SEC1&2 Y 24688 FOR THE USE Ot PROPERTY OR 
U!l51 CON SEC162 V 24990 DEPRECIATION RECPPTURE 
(1) R/ADD y 243&8.1 T~RK &Wli TRADE NAME 
1112 CON SEC1&2 Y 23610.5 1.1»-I!CK: RENTAL iDJSIIE CREDIT 
NJr di N 23a3& OiRRYBACK CF LOW lNCQilE I«JUSINS 
TO YEARS BEFORE 11)87 
N/A y 2340il FOR 
N/A N/A IERC~i'ifl MARINE CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION 
FlJW 
2441& ll:ltf"ORMINS ~15 Dl£ TO REPEAL OF 
CPPITAL GAINS PREFERENTIAL TREAlliENT 
N/A N/A CLERICAL ~1 TO WIT!Hl.DIHG 
tu!JIANCE CALCI..UlTIDNS 
1103 18155 N/A 241390.5 LIM!TATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES OF 
lliXORPOAATE TAXPAYERS 
l8805{a) \2) t::l}.j SEC162 26131 Cal <2l WIT!HllliNJ OF TAX eli DISPOSITIOO OF US 
REAL PROPERTY INTERESTS <FIRPTAl 
181!3 MIA y 24990.5 aJNFORMING ~S TO Tl£ REPEAL Ot 
Tl£ ALTERtilTIVE TAX ON CORPORATE CAPITAL 
GAINS 
1103 N/A N/A N/A aJNFORMIHG AIBDENTS TO Tl£ REPEAl.. OF 
ll. TERtilTI vE TAX RATE FOR CORPORATE 
llPITAL GAINS 
1183 1Lbe t::l}.l SEC1ii2 17514 N/A N/A INCENTIVE STOCK CJlTIDNS USOl 
11114 (al 119i CON SEC1&2 17131 CON SEC1&2 Y 24387 Ita~£ FIDI DISCKlRGE OF FARM 
INDEBTEIIH.ESS 
1114 1190 CON SECUi2 V 1803: CON SEC1&2 Y 24918 DISCHARGE OF FARM INDEBTEDeS 
1114 !b) tACT+ 1155 AMEND N 181&2 N/A N/A CAPITfl. GAIN TREATIENT FOR ~ OF 
DAIRY OiTii..E lNlER MILK TERMINATIOt\ 
PROGRAII\ 
3 
£J.niiH . .. b 
TECHNICAL ~iS - THMRA ACT SE:Tii}\~ 100: - 200::; 
coR: 
it..S-:-i\ ACTIOt. B;:TL SECTIQ!\ CCIMI€i\~~ 
1304 <cl 1254(al ~ SECltE. s::c!62 24~90 
11115 469 223e CON SEC1&2 Y 17"'.1!1 ~ SEC1&2 Y 24&92 PASSivE LOSS RI.US 
1115 S4a CON SEC1&2 Y 17201 CON SECUi2 Y 24344 INTEREST EXPENSE LIMITATION 
(c) lt3 CON ADD 17232 N/li y 24344 PERSONA~ iNTEREST EXPENSE 
1115 (15) 7872(dl 543 CON ADD 18180 CON SEC1&2 Y 24993 IF I...IRS WI'TH ~ MARYB 
- GIFT I1IANS 
1006 70i 1\ik 1+./::1 II;;,:, N 2315" CORPURH: 2' TAX ftH T t. 
1116 5197 NIA N/A CON SEC1&2 Y 24412 LIMITATIONS APPLICABLE TC DIVIDENDS 
RECEIVED ~ RESULA;EJ II.JVESTJI'.Eif;" 
~ 
100£ (c) U~5ll 890 N/A N/A coo SEC1&2 Y 24%6 EXTRAORDINARY DIVIDENDS 
111& 17321 ~ SEC1&2 Y 24592 LIMITATI~~S ON NOL'S AND CTHER 
CARRYFORwARDS 
111& ~ AMEND N 24592 
1116 830 N/A y 17321 ~ SEClt,C. 24451 DISTRIRU'iiONS PROPERTY - M3:S 
100& 830 N/A 17321 CON SECHi2 Y 24451 SPECIAL ~ULE FOR HOLDING PERIOD o; 
PROPERTY DISTRIBUTED TO 
111& CON y BASIS I!'; CGNPORATE i..H1UIOATitliS 
111& N/A SE:1&2 Y COiri"'ORAi!()!, 
PREUE:lli: 
100& 850 N/A y 1731:., DJi', SEC162 Y 24504 CORPORATION II\ Plr!R:RT'r 
LIQUIDATING SUBSIDIARY 
1096 510& CON SEC1&2 :::lBHJP OF REPEA~ OF Sei:RAi.. UTILITIES 
RU;.,E 
1096 i 173C.~ P.EPEAI.. Y 24585 J~ ~~~ UTILITIES 
OF PARTNERSHIP A\: 
100& (el ru, a:lili SEC162 V 24&&7 IF ~TINS-
DISTRIBUTIONS BY 5 
111& 885 CON CON SEC162 24427 UGUIDATIONS - REl.ATED PARW RULES 
111& (~) N/A N 11024. 5{Di CON 5EC1&2 Y 24561 - TRANSFERS TO FOREISt; 
111& 905 CON 5ECHi2 1Bi5~ CON SEC162 Y 24990 
111& 122.3 5257 ~ SEC1&2 Y Ht5: CON SEC1&2 Y 24490 ln..DING PERIOD IF PROPEl\TV - REPEIL o::: 
EE£RAL UTILITIES Rill 
1116 5117 y 1732: N/A N/A CLBH.lP Of REPEilL OF 6ENt:RAL UTILITIES 
Rill 
111& 835 N/A y 17321 ~ SEC1&2 Y 2446: NOT IN ct:JI!PLETE 
111& y SE:1&2 
C.;..n.&,o.,}.! 1:! 
TECHNICAL ~NTS - TA!4RA ACT SECTIONS 1001 2005 
,., CGR~ 
PAR.=t ACTiOf, !i:CIOi\: ACTI~\ C BCTL SE:Ti~ ~>,laE:t~. 
1006 N/A CON D/C 24561 
1374 1.155 N/A y 17087.5 CON SEC1&2 V 23809 TAX ON BUILT-IN GAINS m: S CORPORJ:lTIONS 
110& 1375 5281 N/A y 17087.5 CON SEC162 Y 23811 ~~~ ?rl33~VE INVESTMEh: 
IF lliRP HAIJ INJ Sl.llCii!PTER C 
OVER 25,; 
10ib l3bb 5C.i, N/A y 17087.5 CON SEGlo2 Y 2J&l0 PASS-Tiif!U OF liDIS Tu ~ 
1006 1362 5277 N/A y 17087.5 CON SEC1&2 Y 23801 S CORPORATII:N:l ELECTION, REVOCATION. 
TER!Il!NPTJI\ 
lee& !fl 1363(dll!el 1035 !\/A y 17087.5 CON SEC1&2 Y 23802 DISTRIBUTION OF APPREClii~ PilJ;iEF.:t B\ 
5 CORPOAATI!JNS 
11110& 337 lOCH 990 N/A NiA CON IKND N 24513 TRANSITIONAL RULES FOR REC06NI7ION OF 
SAIN OR LOSS 114 LIOOIDATIHS Sli..ES ~ 
DISTRIBUTIONS. 
11110& (h) 106~Hdl 895 CO!\ SE2i62 Y 18031 CON SEC162 Y 24~&6.2 R..LOCATION OF PURCr!HS£ PRIC!:. IN CERTA:h 
SALES OF ASSETS 
110& 4735 COl\ SEClti2 l&bt~f {d) N/A N/A ItFOIW'IT!ON RETURNS - CERTAih ASSET 
ALLOCATIONS 
11110& 453 2300 Nt: MND v lr.A>e Ntr 
'" 
Af!l£~ 24667 OE...IGA:l(}.; AND REL.ATED PART't 
1006 600 SEC162 Y CON ADD N " AMOF,T I ZAB...£ BQI'W PREll\ IUI( ~ 
1006 um &00 SEC162 Y 18031, CON W...ND N 24'H6!dl AMORTIZABLE BOND p;;_::w.:Jw 
181216 171 CON r;r '~ y Tlk At£!-[ 243&. 
1006 CON D/C y 17201 CON AMEND ~ 243&3 CROSS-REFERENCE UPDATE ANli TRAB6 Cl4fNGE:i 
111106 855 5196 r,.JA 17145 CON SEC1t.2 2441C. pj;"r, 4-l..! REG~_MTEL IN~ESTMEK: 
1006 8"r ..!C. 4005 i ~7145 SEC162 Y 24412 Of REG~AT~: iNvE5T~i~: 
181216 851 400Q NIH y 17145 CON SEC162 Y 2+412 ~IFICATION FOR REGULATEL INVESTMEN7 
CIJliPHNY STATUS 
181216 !nl 851 N/A y 17i't5 CON SEC1&2 Y 2+412 
1006 851 N/A 17145 CQ)\ SEC162 244:2 
1006 856 ~ v CON SEC1&2 V 24413 Of RtlL 
111106 N/A y 177~ CON SEC162 Y 24413 
1166 857 I'V 'H y 1774r. CON SEC162 V 2+413 
11110& 857 ~ N/A y 17740 CON SEC162 Y 24413 DISTRIBUTIONS BY REAL ESTA~ INVESTMEK~ 
TRUSTS 
1166 It) 8b0C ~N/A N/A CON SEC162 Y 24870 TAX 114 FORCU:lSURE It«Xll4E OF RERL ESTATE 
IIJRTGAGE INVESTMEtn CONDU17S 
1166 8600 4035 N/A N/A CON SEC162 Y 24878 f!R.IFICATHJ-4 AS A REAL ESTAiE OT6A5E 
INVESTMENT CONDUIT 
1006 8b0F 4065 N/A N/A N/f:i l'i 24871 PR!JIIIHTED T~TIOOS AND R...~S DF 
REAL ESTATE NORTGAGC INVE5TMEN1 CONDUITS 
8616 4855 N/A SEC1&2 Y 2487e ESTATE 
P'iillE AFTEF. 
s 
1186 !ul !4l 1275 
1& (ul 1271 
1- (y) 
1187 (d) 
1187 
1187 !gl 
1117 
1187 
1187 
1187 
111ll7 
1187 
11t7 
11il7 
1187 
1187 
47 
1362 
5201 N/A N/A 
N/A 17740 
SECHi2 188~~ 
I I 'tt 
5269 COh SEC1&2 Y 18151 
52&4 CON SEC1&2 Y 1815. 
5263 DON SEC162 V 18151 
3870 CON SEC1&2 Y 17062 
4300 CON AMEN: 'i 170t::: 
4310 CON SEC162 Y 17062 
7E:5 N/A 
785 N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
y 17056 
SEC1&2 Y 170&3 
5072 CON SEC1&2 Y 1720~ 
5073 DON SEC1&2 Y 17201 
5e8S CON SEC1&2 Y 17201 
3878 N/A N 17&51 
5171 CON SEC162 Y 17&81 
5172 CON SEC1b2 Y 17&81 
5277 N/A 
5387 N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
CON SEC1&2 24870 
CON SEC162 Y 24871 
CON SEC1&2 Y 24413 
N/A 
CO~, SEC1&2 Y 23045. 5 
DON SEC162 Y 24990 
DON SEC162 Y 24990 
CON SEC162 Y 24990 
N/A N/A 
NiA 
CON SEC1b2 Y 23400 
CQt, SECi&2 Y 23400 
N/A 
f./A 
N/A 
!\/A 
N/A 
y 23610.5 
CON SEC1&2 Y 23453 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N 24364 
N 243b5 
N 24423 
N 23731 
COk SEC162 Y 24831 
COI\o SEClb2 Y 24831 
DON SEC162 Y 23801 
N/A N 255&1 
TAX~ 
INTEREST 
TAX-EXEM?T RESIDJH.. 
TAXATI!Ji OF 
IMVESnENT 
TREATMENT OF ORI6INri. ISS£ DISCOI.)IT Qt, 
TAX-EXEM'T OBLIGI!TIOOS 
On£R llEFINITIOOS AND SPECI~ Rll.ES 
TREATfi!ENT OF Ai'IO!.M'S RECEIVED ON 
RETIROIENT OR SALE OR EX~ OF DEBT 
I NSTRIJIIIENTS 
INTEREST INFO REPORTING REQUIREJI!ENTS FOf 
REJIIICs 
ALTERNATIUE MINI~ TAX - ORGANIZATION 
SUBJECT TO AND EXEM'TI~ FOR 
SEPARATE 
ALTERNATIVE ~INI~ TAX CHANGeS 
PE~~~' EXE!ItPTION CREDIT AGAINST 
TAX 
MINIO TAX PROVISIOOS - TAX PREF'ERENCE 
ITBE 
ii£NIAL OF CERTAIN LOSSES FOR ALTERNATivE 
MINIU TAX 
-LOSS 
TAX CR~IT 
GENEIR. BUSINESS CREDii 
PRIOR YEAR fHNIU TAX CREJ:T CLARIFIED 
PRIOR YEAR MINIMUM TAX CREDIT 
FOR PRIOR YEAR IHNIPI'Jill TAY 
LIABILITY 
CIRCULATI~ EXPENDITURES 
RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT~+... EXPENDITURES 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
!JIIREJ.JITED BUSit£SS INCM TAX 
DE UEI..J:JliiiENT EXPENDITURES 
DEDIJ:Tl!J>4 AND RECAPTuRE OF CERTAIN 
MINING EXPLORATI~ EXPENDITURES 
TREATIIDIT OF S TERMINATION YEAR 
CORPORATICWS REQUIRED TO PAY ESTIMATED 
TAX 
Paye No. & 
10 04/BS 
C..i\t",.-.i:t.o.; t 
TECHNI;:AL ~TS - TAMRA ACT SECTIONS 1001 - 20f.S 
p coru: COR~· c SE:::-- 1NS7r. t:t.:7~ih C PITL SC:Z:TIOI\ INSTR ACTiOt• C BC SEC!liil• AD:JI~;o~ ~,.;:," 
1107 32 5009 N/A N/A N/A N/A EARNED INCM CREDIT 
1117 2<dl 51112 N/A 11i24.5!bl N/A N/A tO&:SIDENT !LIEN SPEClll. 1U..ES 
1tf? 11 5M3 N/A N/A N/A N 23151 IMPOSITION OF TAX ON CORPQR.:r:IO"iS 
181il7 (1) 26 S00& N/A N 17~ N/A N23036 DEFINITION OF R£sa..AR TAX 
1008 {al 448 23% CON SEC1&2 Y 175b2 lXII\ SiC1f.>2 y 24(;5-. dl'liiAT.lU!, Ql, USC. OF CH.Jr. l".t::-n.... 
1118 (a) 461 2355 CON SEC1&2 Y 17551 CON SEC1&2 Y 24&81 OIL AND GAS TAX Sl£1. TERS 
1008 \iii 4b4 ~~ SECib2 'r lT:iS. CG.f"i SECie2 Y 2%82 LIMITATION ON DEDUCTIONS f~r . .::.::.1\.n.:, 
FMIIIE EXPENSES 
Ulli8 !al +48~H CON ll4EN!) y 17562 CON AI£ND y 24654 
1118 (b) 447 5141 N/A y 17551 CON SEC1f.>2 Y 24652 l£rHOD OF OCCOI.Jt'TINS FOR CORPORATIONS 
EN6AGED ! N FARMING 
1118 (b) 2&3A 2215 COl\ SECHi2 Y 1720: CON SEC1&2 Y 24422.3 UNIFORM CAPITALIZHTION RULES 
1118 (c) 460 2332 CON SEC!&2 V 17551 CON SEC1f.>2 Y 24673.2 LONG-TER!': CON'TRA:::T LOOK-BOCK RULES 
SIMPiJFIED 
1fl08 <cl 506fl CON SECl&E Y :72i:: N/~. N 2434€ BAD DEETS R£5E2¥E 
1118 (d) 51&& N/A Nih N/A N/A BAD DEBTS, LOSSES AND BAINS WITH RESPEC~ 
TO SECURITIES I£LD BY FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIOt~ 
lNS (E) 2375 CON MND y 17671 1\/f; t..;;;::. TAXA.ILC: YEARS !F C!MION TRUST Flt{DE 
lNS (e) 2335 CON AMEY-1\i: y 1755:.5 cor~ MND y 24&32,.5 PERSI'.JNA;_ SERVICE CORPORATI!Jto. 
1@108 (I!) 706 2200 COi\ SEC1&2 Y 17851 N/A N/A TAX YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP AND S 
CORPORATI ON5 
1il08 2315 h/C IN.N~ v 175&e N/C M!C y 246t7 PROPORTIONATE DI~E RU..E <PRIO' 
TO RE?Ek BY 87 REVENUE OCT J 
1il08 452 51~ NiC Aii!ENlJ 'i 175bt i.iC MN. y 24667 INSTALIJIENT METHOD 
1008 453A 5145 N/C MND y 175:00 N •• r._ AMEND y 24f:.£,7 INSTA.JlENi IUHOL FOR DEAl..ERS IN 
PERSONA:.. PROPERTY 
1108 tACH AMENr N 175b0 N/C Al'IEN:• N 246i;7 
1108 703 5179 CJ•, SECl£>2 Y 17851 N/A N/A PARN:RSHIP COPIP' • ..'T!mONS 
1NB 1>501 541~? r. 18580.6 N/1=\ N 2"".1lfl3 LIMITATIONS ~ ASSESSMENT AND C(ll£;:-~Q;; 
tlfli {a) 51&8 N/f:t N/A N/A N 24348 LARGE BANK EXCEPTION TO RESERVES FOR 
LOSSES ON Ll»iS IF BANKS 
11109 !b) 3830 N/A N/A N/A N 24425 EXPB&:S AND INTEREST RE.UlTING TO 
TAX-EXOIPT INC!Ji!E IF FI~IAL 
INSTI T'JT IONS 
11109 lbl 291 50'.18 N/A Nit; N/A y 24449 SPECHl. RU..ES RE.UlTl!E TG CORPORATE 
PREFERBCE IIDIS 
11109 \cl 172 5071 CON SEC1fl2 Y 17276 CON SEC1&2 Y 244:£> NET CPERATINE LOSS DEDUCTIOI\ 
llfli (d) 1&5 ll 485 CON 5EC1S2 Y 1720: N/A N/A DEPOSITOR LOSSES FRQIII INSOL V!::ili'T 
FI!iKIAL INSTirJTIIlNS 
11109 tACit 5143 !I./A y 1755. N/A y 24Qil 1 GENERA:.. RULE FO!t TAXAK.E YEAR OF 
II'£LUSIOI\ 
7 
t/,;-,,.r, ... i jj 
TECr'J\ICA~ ~iS - TAMRA ACi SECTIONS 100: - 200: 
ACi CCH pn ! ; CUR~ COR~, c 
IRC SEC,TIQ!I. PARA INST~ ~ SECTIOI. lNSTH ACTIQII. B;""7 SECTIQr,; ADD Ii l[l;\;,._ COftllcl;~ _ 
1~ 451 CON SEC1&2 Y 17551 CON SEC11>2 Y 24&61 
1111 (bl 511hll 38M N/A N/A N/A N/A TAX E:mllT I:IRSANIZATI!Hl PROVIDINJ 
llJIIERCUL-TYPE INSIJIRa 
1110 (f) 543 3535 N/A N/A N/A N/A INSl.JRAfa ~y GROSS It«::M: 
101 !al 400 CON SEC1&2 Y 17131 N/A N/A IRA DEDOCTI(). LI~:T - MARR~E:' =i_ 
SEPARATE RET URNS 
um (b) 408 1512 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A IRA Ri.lES !liD IFIED 
1011 {bi &&'13 4730 CON ftt•:J r. loo!L1 rtlli ili/k INi=ORMHTION RETURNS FOR IO'WEWCilhLc. 
IRA CONTRIBUTIONS 
1111 (c) w 1570 CON SEC1&2 Y 175fl1 N/A N/A EL.ECTIV£ DEFERR!i. RULES I.KIER CAS~ OR 
DEFERRED ARRANGEJIIIENTS (CIJDAsl 
1111 (cl 481 1210 CON SEC1&2 Y 175fl1 N/A NIH lllil.IFICATI!Ji !F PENSIIJ4 PLANS 
lfiU (c) 501 (ci (18! 3875 N/A N/A CGh MND N 23701s PENSION TRUST FUNDED BY EMPLOYE~ 
CONTR IS:JTl ONS 
1111 {c) CON SEC1&2 17501 N/A N/A 
UUl ldl 14&e CON SEC1&2 Y 17"".J0: r\/A N/A DEDUCTIONS FOR P'JIN C()jTRIB:.:TlatQ 
Hllll 1420 CON SECloE. Y 1750: N/A N/A l!lODIFY LIIHTS 114 BOEFITS AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO lllil.IFIED PLANS 
1111 {I!) 457 t::ON SEC1&2 Y l. 755~ I\/ A N/A cu:IRIFICATION OF RU:.£5 FOR DEFERREt 
COJIIPENS4:!TION PLANS !F STATE AND LOC'l:.. 
60VERNMENTS 
um 488 CON SEC162 17551 il/h N/A 
UIU 4@1 COh SEC162 Y 17551 t-ilt:! t-,;;:, 
1111 !h) 4@2 1225 N/11 175'ti., N/A SANCTIOO ON PENSI~ PLANS FOR FAILURE 
TO SATISFY COvERAGE. OR 50-40 Rl.liS 
1011 !h) 410 1215 CON SEC1b2 Y 17501 N/A 111/h MINIMUM COVERAGE REQUIREMEIIITS FOR 
EMPLOYER5 WHOSE EJIIPt.OYEES ARE IU HISHL 
flMlENSATED 
1011 {h) 413 1220 COl\ SEC1&2 Y 1750~ N/A Ni,:; COVERAGE REQUIREMEN1S FOE IXU.ESTIUELY 
i:IARSAINEj PLANS !F PROFESSIONA... 
EMPLOYEES 
1111 !hl 481 CON SEC1&2 Y 1750 i N/A N/A 
1111 (h) 4@~' c CON SEC1!i2 Y 17501 N/A N/A 
1i11 !hl 414 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A 
1111 !il 414 1435 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A LI"ITATION ON CONTRIBUTIONS ~ BENEFii 
OF PENSION PLANS 
1111 (j) 414 1450 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A DEFINITIOO ~ SPECHL RULES 
1111 416 1455 CON SEC1&2 V 17501 N/A N/A TOP tEAVY P!JI;IS - DEFINITI~ OF KEY 
EMPLOYEE 
1111 408 CON SEC1G2 Y 17501 N/A N/A 
1011 (k) 401 CON SEC1&2 Y 1750: N/A N/A 
1011 4@1 CON SEC162 Y 1750: N/A N/A 
1111 (;) c~ SEC1&2 Y 17501 NIH N/A 
8 
~Aniol~ ; 
TECHNICAL IKNMNTS - Tf:llfAA !i:T SECTIONS 100~ - 20e5 
CC>.:, PTT .. COR~ CORP c 
SEC PARA HCTIOI\ C SECTl(JII. II\STI\ ACTION C BC7i. SECTIIJ. ADDITIO~~ Ul\~75 
412 1295 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A TREAnENT OF UJMP-S!il DISTRIBUTIONS AN: 
RW.OVERS 
181UUai 418 1311 (DI SEC162 V 17501 N/A N/A IW..OIIER FID!Im...IFIED ~ INTO 
CONOOIT IRA BY 5,: OWNER 
10WHbl 72 CON D/C y 17081 N/A N/A BASIS RECOVERY RULES FOR E!IPLGY::E 
CONTRIBUTHlNS TO DEFINED BEN£t::T P'JWS 
111UHbl 414 1285 (DI SEC162 Y 17501 NJA N/A BASIS RECOVERY RULES FOR BllliME 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A DEFilED BENEFTi Pt..'~!\ 
10ilA lbl 40b 512:!. Q]\ SEC1i>2 'i 17Sti~ ~IH 24btl~ EMPkOYEES OF FOREI~ AFFlLlhi~S 
111UHbl ¥A7 5124 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A 2Aj611 CERTAIN 9PUJVEES OF IDIESTIC 
SIJBSIDIARIES Et6l6ED IN BI.ISit£SS !l.ITSilii 
TIE U.S. 
181UHbl 402 CON MND v 175@4 N/A N/A 
11111Hbl 402 CON SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A 
1811A<cl 2& 500& N/A N 170J!3 NIP. N 23636 DEFINITION OF REI:ll.AR TAX 
UU11Hcl 1365 CON SEC162 Y 17~ N/i1 N/A ~RL V WITHDRAWHL POO.. TIES j:WJ) 
LU!ITATlONS ON TREATIIIE}.'T OF TAX FAVOR£: 
SAVI~ 
111UHdl 402 CON MND I( rT50<t N/A N/A 
18WHel lfA4 m. SEC162 Y 17501 WI\ SEC1b2 V 2%01 LI~ITATIONS 0~ DEDUCTIONS WHERE 
COMBINATION OF DEFINED 01lT PI.Jll\ ANt 
DEFINED IOETT PLAN 
101 691 13'!5 Nih y N/A N/A INCM IN RESPECT OF DECEDENTS 
!i018 2585 N/A N/fi N/fi N/A IN='ORMATIOili RETURN BY EXECUTOR REI1UIREI 
FOR INCREASE IN FEDERH... ESTATE TAX 
10111Hhl CJ" y 1708~ I\ IA NiA LOANS TREATED AS DIS7RIBUTIONS 
1011!H i 72 CON SEC162 Y 17M1 CDt\ SEC1&2 Y 24272.2 iNl!ITY Ctlrri!ACTS 
1i1HHJl 40: COl'\ SEC1&2 17501 1\/A I'\/ A PROFIT SHARING PLANS 
uu ¥A9 COl'\ SEC162 Y 175.:. N/A N/A 
lfllUHkl 409 C1J\ S£CHi2 Y 17501 N/A N/A 
101UHtl mu 5459 CON SEC1&2 Y N/A N/A FEDERAL SAiJ INJS FIJNll 
1011B!al 1825 CON SEC1bc N/A N/A DEPENDENT CARE ASSISHtCE 
UUlB!al 414 5131 C1J\ SEC1&2 Y 17501 N/A N/A RULES RELATING 
IS IONS 
18UB<al 89 1685 CON SEC1&2 Y 17001 N/A N/A ODISCIUMINAHI)I Rti..ES FOR 04PLDYEE 
BENEFIT PROVISIONS 
li111Hal 125 11:110 SEC162 Y N/A N/A llHTERIA PlANS 
11111Hal b652 1755 N/A N 18083 N/A N 25~33 PENAL TV FOR FAIWRE TO FILE CERiA I~ 
IN='ORMTII)I RETURNS 
11HBial 12e 1805 CON SEC1&2 Y 1713~ N/A N/A GRW LEGAL SERUICES PL!iiS 
1111B<al 17~5 CON SEC1&2 V 17131 Nf!:l N/A EDUCATI~ RSSISTANrJE PRJGRriM~ 
A N/A FRINE!E BENEFITS 
EXHIBIT li 
TECHl\ISA~ ~!l!t!E:\TS - TAMR;; ACT SECTlll!S 1001 - 20~ 
CJR~ em~; 
SEC INSTR ACTIQI>. PITL SECH~ INSTF. ACTION C BCTL SECTI~ ADDITIONAL ~TS 
UUUHal h/A N/A ~ SEC1&2 Y 23715 RE!lliREIENTS TO BE MET BY 
lc)(9>, (17)or C28l DRSANIZATIONS 
11U8(a) 1798 ~ SEC162 Y 17131 N/A Ill/A IUl.IFIED TIJITUtl REDOCTIEH; 
111 1&2(1) Cl}l SEC1&2 Y 17201 CON SEC1&2 Y 24343 1£1. TH INSURANCE COSTS IF SELF -EMPLOYE 
wmc 
11111Hc) 4b5 N/A NUl N/A ~ PAVIENTS 
REPORTABLE 
1011B ::::::1'. SE::c~ '. "i ~~ ·:-- 1\, ~. 1\i" L~t<:~~:::\ 0~ EX: ... ~:.:::, 
1iUIHdl 1800 Cl}l SEC1&2 Y 17131 N/A N/A lllDGINS FURNISt£D BY EDI.r.ATIONH'-
INSTITIJTI~S TO BR.DYEES 
1611lHi!l 77111al\21l 5459 CON REPEll.. N 1702.7 N/A N/A DEFINITION OF EMPLOYEE (!loved to 
179.12) 
1011l.Hel Ia) a:lt\ ADD '{ 1702.0.12 CON ADD y 23045.& DEFINITI~ OF EM!='t..OYEE 
UU!B(fl 1830 Cll\ SC:Cib2 N/A N/A MI~ITARY FRINGE BENEFITS 
1580 CON SEC!&2 1750: N/A N/A llRJFICATill!S FOR TAX CRE:T ESOP 
10118 (nl 1645 N/A y 175%31 N/A N 24b03 Ill EMPLOYEP 
1111Bih! 16~ CON SEC1&2 V 17131 N/A N/A ESOP LOANS 
UU!B CON SEC1&2 Y CON SECH)2 Y 24412 TAXATI~ OF REGu_ATEU !~VESTMENT 
COMPANIES ~~: TME:F snHREMJ-DERS 
UH SEC1&2 Y IIi/A N/A 
~1 CON S£fj" ~ 1..'4otll- 17501 N/A N/A ESOP DIVERSl!=lCAT!Ol'¥ 
18111Hkl CON SECl62 Y 750. N/A N/A 
1~12 iaal N/A N/A t.I/A N/A TAX TREATIES 
1012 <aal 4705 N/A N/~ Ill/A N~' ,I-t PENALTY IMPOSED rO~ FA:~URE TO DISCL~ 
TREATY BASED R::.IURN POSITlONS 
1012 {aal ,, bi N/A N';:< !1:/A N/A RENUl'tBER CODE SECTIOt\ t .. 14 TG 6115 
1012 (aal &114 4705 N/A N/;; N/A N/A REOOIPDIENT TO DISC:..OSE TAX TREATY BASE 
RETURN POSITIOtiS 
UH2 lbl 404A 5122 CON SECUi2 Y 175e: co~, SEC1&2 Y 24&01 DEDUCTION FOR CERTAIN FOREI6~ Dt~RREr 
a:JIIPEHSATION PLANS 
1112 !bbl 2800 NiH N/A N/A FOREIGN PER&Nl. HOLDING CIJIPANY I~ 
TAXED TO U. S. SHAR&n...DERS 
1112 lbbl 338 000 N/A Ni~, N/A N/A CERTAIN STOCK !l!JRCHRSES TREATED AS ASSt 
AC!lli SI TIONS 
1112 (bbl lileJ 47'15 N/A N 1'1282 N/A N 2&451 DISCLOSURE IF TAX RETURN IWORMATIQt.i H 
FOREIGN SOIJE!NENTS 
UU2 tbbl 552 28U~ N/A NIH N/A N/A DEFINITION IF FOREIGN PERSONAL ln.DING 
Cl:.JIIIPANY 
1012 (i) 604& 4780 N/A N/A N/A N/A RETURNS AS TO 01!6 OR REORS OF FOREIGN 
CORP ~ AS TG OCQUISITION OF THEIR 
STOD-'. 
UU2 (j 2&'111 ~;;; Nif:: 1\/(:, COU!'ITRIES ArC JF 
THE ~ITEO STATES 
Pa~e No. 10 
10 04/tB 
i:.An.o., !l 
TECHNICI-l. ~'TS - TAMRA ACT SECTI!J'i5 100: - 2005 
ACT CO· P'.,. •I r ~ coR; COR;; t-1 
XL I RC SECTI!lt\ PARA INSTR ACTIQt, SECTiur~ INST~ ACTI!J~ BeT'- SECTI!li 
1112 &~E 3210 N/A N/A N/A N/A SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR U.S. PERSOt; 
1812 925 N/A N/A MIA N 24995 llJIIPANIES -
1812 (p) 12ll7 945 N/A N/A N/A N 24995 PASSIUE FOREIGN INIIESTOT ~ -
ATIR!BU'IDr\ OF STOCK CIII:RSHI~ 
1012. 12\j~ 93'5 N/A ~\iii tuA N £::4~~5 ~~-
1012 (p' 1248 93f N/A N 17024.5(b)(5l CO!\ SE:::lt>2 V 24gl:lll PASSnE FOR!:Y6~: INV::ST~e<"'" ~-:::::·· w--··~ 
IS ALSG A Cl)(fitGLJ..ED FOREIGN CORPORHU~ 
1112 (p) 121tb S25IJ NIA N 17024.5(bl (5) CON ~1&2 y 24991!) GAIN !If FOREIGN INIIESlleii ~ STII 
1112 12ll4 941!J N/A N/A N/A N 2"+995 PASSIVE FOREIGN INVESTJIENT COMPANY -
EXTENSlm. OF WIE TO PAY CERTAI!\ TAXES 
1012 12ll5 930 NiA t\/A N/A N 24995 PASSIVE FOREIGN lNVESTie'T ~ 
1~12 1216 !)2e N/A N/A ill/A N 241195 PASSIVE FDREIS~ INvESTMENT COMPANY 
1112 26 705 N/A "' 17031 Nir:\ N 231!36 DEFINITION OF REGULAR TAX !()D!FIED TO 
EX~UOE BRANCH PROFITS TAX 
1112 14116 4850 COI'i AMEND y 1~7 N/A ill/A PHR1l£RS' SHARE 
II'DJE 
1812 lsl 6401 5407 II;/ A N/A N/A AIOJNTS iREATE: OVERPAYMENTS 
1012 8~3 3010 SEC1b2 V 1714S 1-1/A 
UH2 !)88 3170 S£Cl&2 17078 cor. v 24<.105 FOREIGN CURRENCY T~T!(I.IS 
UU2 7&54 5458 N/A N/A N/A RESIDE1,15 OF U. 5. 
1013 103 37VIC N/A N 17143 N/A N 24272 TAX-EXEJI!PT 
1013 \a) 25 3730 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
1813 48 50:7 N/A N/A I\/ A N/A RULES FOR GENERAL BUSINESS 
1613 7478 7478 N/A N/A N/A 
1114 672 2500 SEC1&2 Y 17731 N/A N/A GRAIHOR RETAINED INTEREST TRUSTS 
UU4 &75 2500 COI'i S£C1&2 Y 17731 ill/A N/A ~INISTRATIUE POWERS - BORROWING OF 
TRUST FlJIDS 
1014 !al 67~ 25@10 ~ S£Cl62 Y 17731 N/A N/A CIJITRCL BENEFICIAL OOOY!IENT 
1114 !bl 673 2505 COI'i S£C1&2 V 17731 N/A N/A VALUATION OF SRANTOR'S REVERSIONARY 
INTEREST 
1e1-\ <cl &&4 *Pelf 2520 ~ SEC1&2 Y 1755~.5 N/A N/A OF TRUSTS WEICH r::lf.HD T 
1014 idl &43 2510 CON SEC162 Y 17731 N/A N/A IUi.JIPLE TRUSTS 
1114 !di &654 2515 N/A N 1Elb82\r.) N/A N/A 
1~15 
UH5 <Ill 
UU5 (bl 
1015 
1015 
1015 !d) 
1015 
1015 
1015 
1015 
1015 
1015 (k) 
1015 
Ull5 (a) 
1815 (n) 
1815 (!l) 
UU5 
uns <rl 
1015 
1015 
&72'" 
6653 
&013!b)(5l 
6&01 
lOCH 
&845 
&045 
b~ 
&15;.; 
743'/; 
7447 
7&015 
&212 
&414 
&334 
&011 
&211 
6211 
&213 
4710 ~ 
4710 N/A 
4711'1 CQt, 
lt72e NIH 
5420 ClJt.. 
:'\;;:, 
715 N ,,. lh 
4805 
4800 N/A 
5455 Nt;: 
489e N/i; 
5409 
5404 N/A 
5372 N/A 
~0 
5391 I'V ih 
5Jij3 N/A 
SJijq 
SEl:lb2 l' 170&.: 
' .; ("" ~ 
' '!"<.-1"' 
.. lo:-...., ~. " 
AleiD N 18684 
N 18410.5 
APIE"-
"-
N 18ii8~ 
'i 1861Yt. 4 
SEC1&~ \{ pj(1.S 
APIE'<: 1aav.:.4 
:e 
"' 
1B83C..: 
1>i l&b&':J. 
' 
l' 1&&.: 
t<. 210.:: 
IIIIi< 
1a5CX:. 7 
1\ l~C 
N lq13l 
N/A 
N 1B4g:: 
N lbb~C: 
185S:. 
1\ ~85j"t 
N/A N 26451 
N/A N/A 
N/A 
N/A NIH 
N/A 
N/A 
N/11 
N/A 
N/A 
k/h 
t..iA 
N/f.1 
N 256&C. 
N 2580: 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
25662. i 
Ill 25667 
INFORMTIOO TO PERS!lk 
INTEREST 
COORDIMATI(J4 IF KIDDIE TAX WITH Tl£ 
TAXATION OF CERTAIN SALES OF TRuS~ 
PRCPERTY 
Cl..ARIFlfil 
I£SLISEta AND FIIAUD PBR.TIES MOIJIF!E1 
I£SLIGENCE OP FRAUD PENAL TIES 
COORDINATED WIT!"\ Ei..ECTI()i TO FILE JOHlT 
RETURN 
EXTENDS INTEREST PERIOD FOR CAi..C.u:.-rNr. 
INTEREST ()i NESLISENCE AND FRAUD 
PENALTIES 
PENALTY FOR SUBSTAI\TIAL IJIDER.CIA't'l!i\Et<iT OF 
TAX CLARIFIED TG ~ 25~ 
DETERMINATI!Jl OF RATE OF I~'TEP~Si 
Rt'IUP.NS OF BROKERS 
INFOR~AT:ON PIT~P~~ REA_ ES-h~ 
TRANSACTIONS 
INFORK.AiiON REPOfiTINE ON FEDERAl.. 
601/ERNJI!.E!\T COCR~c·s 
- FAILUP.E TO 
HND ROYt:L TY PAVE:: 
ESTiil\hTEJ Tl-ii. OF PRIVATE FOI.JNDATIONS ~ 
CERTAIN T?iX EX~T ORGAI'\IZATIJI·;S 
AWHRDIN5 OF COURT COSTS ~ CERTAIN FEE 
av TAX COUR" 
IUIRED PAY IF TAX COU~T JUDGE:: 
STATUIE OF LI~ITATION 
PROPERTY EX9PT FR!JII LEVY 
TC BE 
PETITION TC TAl COURT 
ON PERS{.)R PROPERTY 
'~ 
.... 
EXHIBIT B 
TECHNICll. ~ - TAIIIRA ACT SECTI!JfJ 1061 - 2805 
SECi!:!li SECTI!li C BCTL SECTI ct4 !lJIIIENTS 
(tl 5413 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
&582 N 18831 N/A N 2b251 
1i1& !al 511 Cct4 SEC1&2 Y 23701u TIU-DBIPT CORJ:IOOATU:H:i 
11Ui NIA N/A N/C SEC1&2 Y 23735 
101& (b) 1!108TRA 86 see N/A N/A £F SECTII:t4 1688 IF 11£ REFOIIt OCl 
TO A TIREITI~ IU.E FOR 
~IUBUTICIS 
1117 &427 5413 N/A N/R N/A N/A REF1.N) ~ NJT USED RJR TIWI!t£ 
PURPOSES 
1917 (al C:i 5tH!! N/A ~ 17053.7 Nfl.'l N 23621 TARGETED JOBS CREDIT ,,a 
um 5421 N/A ~/A N/R N/R PaR..TY FOR FAIWRE Til SIIJE WRITTEN 
I(JT!CE TO CERTAIN SEU..ERS £F DIBE.. REI.. 
51t34 N/A N/A NIA FAILURE TO OBEY SIJIIIIHi 
um 34 5010 N/A N/A N/A N/A USES IF SASil..It£ IW> 
1117 5412 N/A N/A N/A ~iii IF GASILIIE USED FOR CERTAIN 
7b03 5452 N/A N/A N/A N/A SERVICE IF SUIOIS 
1017 7&04 5453 N/A N/A N/A N/A EJ'f='ORCafHT IF 9JII06 
um 7&05 5454 N/A N/A N/A VA IF EX&IU~TII:t4 IN !.UIJIJ6 
1i17 7&09 5455 N/A N !858&.7 N/A N/A FOR THIRJHIMT\' 
um 7bi0 5456 N/A N/A N/A N/A FEES AHD COSTS FOR &MO&D WIThESSES 
1111 &511 {h) 541& N/A N/A N/A N/A LIMITATI~ ON CREDIT OR REFUND 
1018 72 503a Cct4 SEC1&2 V 17081, 17085 N/A N/A CERTAIN PFIOCEE'IS CF ENIDflfMT Alii LIFE 
lNSURAN:E CI'JITRACTS 
una 
-
5121 ~ SEC162 Y 17511 ~ SEC1&2 24&€11 DEDIJ:TI~ FOR ~RIBUTIIJ6 IF~ 
OOlJYER TO ell EJIIlUlYEES TTIJST 
1118 419 5135 ~ SEC162 Y 17511 !lJ"f SEC1&2 V 24&01 CF F'IHE) wa.R&: ~!BEFIT 
~;a;.s 417<t) 5134 Cct4 SECl&2 17501 NJA ;'ilA lltfiNITIONS AHD SPECU:l. IU.ES FOR 
PURPOSES CF PIINIIUI SURVIO &NI.IITY 
lEW I fiEIDTS 
1118 1&8 1154 17201 N/A 2434!J.S OOITY LEASIN& fiLES 
1118 !cl 1278 5.267 t::IJ4 SEC162 Y li.U51 t::IJ4 SEC1&2 V 241198 lltfiNITI!J&S INi SPEJ:Ul. IUS - R£T 
D ISWJ(f DDS 
HU8 <dl 312 Me N/A SEC162 Y 17321 t::IJ4 SE£:1&2. y 244M 
PAIFITS 
~iHS B0e N/A SEC1&2 Y ~7321 Cct4 SEC1b2 'Y 2it551 :OIRtJS'NIITON IF 5AIN OR LOSS TO 
'~ Jj 
EXHIBIT B 
TEQt4IUl. PIENDIOTS - TAMRA ~T sa:TII:JlS liel - 28i5 
CORP CORP 
SECTH14 INSTR OCTHJ4 SECTI[}4 ADD ITICNl. CIJ!I9ITS 
una 358 see CI:J4 SEC1&2 17321 C(J4 AIEND N 24541 MSIS TO DISTIUBUTEES 
una <d> 3S5icl SN N/C SEC1&2 17321 N/C N 24533 I:F S11XK 1M> SEDJUTIES 11 
~11114 
1118 SEC1&2 Y C(J4 SEC1&2 Y 24511 m4 PIIJUN 
LIIliiDATII:ft 
1818 JU N/A C(J4 SEC1&2 Y 24481 ~TII:ftaM 
una 005 C(J4 SEC1&2 17321 C(J4 AMEND N 24521 TRANSFER TO CI:J4Tfll.ilD CIJil!JfATIIHi 
1118 hU 288S C(J4 SEC1&2 17211 N/A N/A ID..lBI ~ PAVIIDTS 
1118 ldl 338 511& N/A SEC1&2 Y CON SEC162 Y 24519 CERTAIN S11XK ~ TIEATED AS AS9: 
OCill IS I TII:JlS 
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INTRODUCTION 
Th1s report is a summary, in section number order, of changes to 
the Personal Income Tax Law <PITL> enacted by the Legislature 1n 
AB 128 <Ch. 89- ), and chaptered on <Date>, for the pur-
pose of more closely conforming state law (and the 19~8 indivdual 
income tax forms) to federal law. See Summary of 1988 Legislation, 
dated December 1, 1988, for other law changes affecting the 1988 
individual income tax returns. 
The Franch1se Tax Board completed its design of Income tax forms 
and related instructions prior to the enactment, on Novemoer 10, 
lYBB, of the federal Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 
[TAMRAJ <P.L. 100-647>, which made numerous changes to the federal 
1ncome tax laws. These forms and instructions correctly reflected 
Californ1a Personal Income Tax Law which, with specified exceptions, 
1s conformed to the Internal Revenue Coae as of January 1, 1987. 
Exceptions which existed prior to TAMRA are correctly reflected in 
these forms and instruct1ons. 
Since Cal1fornia law closely follows federal law and the Individual 
1ncome tax forms beg1n with feoeral adJusted gross income, the 1988 
state forms and instruct1ons were impacted by the late federal 
changes, as new differences between state and federal law were in-
troduced wh1ch were not reflected in the instruct1ons for the 1~88 
tax forms. 
AB 128 amends the Cal1forn1a Personal Income Tax Law to conform to 
those federal TAMRA changes which have the greatest impact upon the 
1988 ind1v1dual 1ncome tax forms and instruct1ons. In addit1on, 
tnis bill adopts, by reterence, tne amendments to IRC Section 170 
(relating to the def1n1tion ot cnaritable deductions> made by Sec-
tion 10711 of the Revenue Act 1987 (P.L. 100-203). See PITL Section 
17241(a} 1n the Sectlon-By-Section Summary of th1s report. 
The substantive changes to the PITL 1n AB 128 are applicable only to 
taxable years beg1nning 1n 1988. Some of tne nonsubstantive technl-
cal changes, included 1n th1s bill, are applicable to taxable years 
beginning in 1987. Tne operative dates for each section (or subdi-
vision tnereof) are shown in the summary report. 
A Legislative Cnange Report 
tne changes mace by AB 128, 
CLC 8~-1>, g1ving a brief description of 
follows the Section-By-Section summary. 
For a copy of AB 12~ (one copy w1ll be furn1sned free), contact: 
Legislative B1ll Room 
State Cap1tol, Room B-32 
Sacramento, LA 958~4 
(916) 445-2323 
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SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY 
<AB 128, Stats. 1989, Ch. > 
SC = Substantive Change 
TC = Technical Change 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX LAW 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
General Provisions ~ Definitions 
REIMBURSED EXPENSES OF I::::MPLOYEES <TC) Subdlvlsic•rt 
(a) conforms to provision added by Section 1001<b) 
(3) (H) c•f P.L. 100-647 (TAMRA>, prc•vidirtg that .:m 
employee who 1s reimbursed for busines~ expenses 
incurred on behalf of his or her employer is per-
mitted. a business expense deduction regardless of 
whether tne reimbursement is made by the employer 
or by a third party. lo the extent these reim-
bursements do not exceed the expenses incurred, 
neither the expenses nor tne reimbursements need be 
reported on the employee's tax return where proper 
accounting for the expenses is made by the employee 
to the employer or thlrd party providing the reim-
bursements. Operative for taxable years beginning 
on or after January 1, 19~7 and before January 1, 
198':3. 
JURY DUTY PAY REMITTED TO EMPLOYER (SC) Subdivi-
sion (D) conforms to provisions added by Section 
6007(b) of P.L. 100-647 CTAMRA>, providing for an 
above-the-line deduction <computation of adJusted 
gross income) for the amount of JUry duty pay sur-
rendered Dy an employee to an employer 1n return 
for tne employer's compensation during the employ-
ee's JUry serv1ce period. Operative for taxable 
years beg1nning on or after January 1, 1988 and 
before January 1, 1989. 
Definitions of Gross Income, AdJusted Gross 
Incom~ Taxable Income, Etc. 
1707b<c> 
<New> 
b7 (b)' 
<e),(f) 
2-PERCENT FLOOR ON MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED DEDUC-
TIONS <SC> Ac:Jds subdivisiort (c) cc•rtfc•rmir,g to 
changes made by Sect1on 1001(f) (1)-(3) of P.L. 
100-647 CTAMRAl, which (1) provides that the two-
percent floor on m1scellaneous itemized deductions 
applies prior to application of the S3,000 limita-
tion on certa1n deductions for congressional mem-
bers' away-from-home living expenses; (2) makes 
technical corrections to IRC Sect1on 67(b) <4J; and 
(3) provides that deductions under IRC Sections 
642(c) Lrelating to items paid or permanently set 
- 1 -
PIT 
SECTION 
17076(d) 
( NelJ·J) 
1"7134 (a) 
(l\.tew) 
17134(b) 
(New) 
17151(b} 
<New) 
IHC 
§..ECT I ON_ 
57(c) 
aside for a charitable purpose], 551 and 661 [rela-
ting to certain amounts distributed by an estate or 
trustJ, and deductions for costs paid or incurred 
in connection with the administration of an estate 
or trust are treated as allowable in computing the 
adJusted gross income of the estate or trust, and 
are not miscellaneous itemized deductions subJect 
to the two-percent floor. Operative for taxable 
years beg1nning on or after January 1, 1987. 
DISALLOWANCE OF INDIRECT DEDUCTIONS THROUGH PASS-
THRU ENTITY CSC) Adds subdivision Cd) delay1ng to 
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 
1989, tne implementation of the two-percent floor 
provision on miscellaneous itemized deductions 
passed through to individuals by mutual funds. 
NOTE: Paragraph (4) of IRC Section 67Cc), relating 
to tne termination date of subsection (c), is not 
appl1cable because of the drafting error in that 
par~agr~aph. 
Items Specifically ~xcluded from Gross Income 
132 cr-1 > 
(1) 
13i.7~ (h) 
(f"l) 
CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS - EXCLUSIONS APPLICABLE TO 
OFFICEf<S, ETC., ONLY IF NO DISCRIMINATION CSC> 
Subdlvision ta) conforms to federal law providing 
that the exc1us1on of certain employees from any 
fringe benefit furn1shed by an employer that quali-
fles as a no-additional-cost service, qual1fied 
employee discount, or working condition fringe 
benefit in accordance w1th the nondiscrimination 
rules of IHC Sect1on 89Ch) [relating to excluded 
employees under certain employee benefit plans], 
shall apply (formerly perm1ssive>. Operative for 
for taxable years beg1nning or or after January 1, 
1988 and before January 1, 1990. 
CERTAIN t:kiNGE BENEFITS - AIR CARGO EMPLOYEES <SC> 
Subdiv1s1on (D) conforms to the federal expansion 
of tne exclusion of fringe benefits from gross in-
come to include the fair market value of air trans-
portation provided on a space available basis by 
a1r cargo companies to the1r employees. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after January 1. 
19B8 and before January 1, 1989. 
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE iJROf:iRAMS <SC) Adds suodi-
vis1on <o> prov1ding (1) that the exclusion of 
certain employees from this beneflt in accordance 
with the nondiscrimination rules of IRC Sect1on 
89Ch) [relating to excluded employees under certa1n 
employee benefit plansJ, shall apply (formerly per-
missive); <2> tne exclus1on from tnis benefit of 
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PIT 
SECTION 
17153 
<New) 
17154 
<New) 
17157 
(New) 
17158 
<New> 
IliC 
SECTION 
121(d) 
( ':3} 
U7 (d) 
120 (c), 
(e) 
125 
SUIVUV!t4RY Ot= CrlANBE 
graduate level courses lead1ng to advanced academic 
or professional degrees; and (3) to the extension 
of this income exclusion benefit through December 
31, 1988. Operative for taxable years beginning 
on or after January 1, 19d8 and before 1, 
198':3. 
ONE-TIME ~XCLUSION OF GAIN FROM SALE OF PRINCIPAL 
RESIDENCE BY INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS ATTAINED AGE 55 -
OUT OF RESIDENCE CARE <SC) Cor1fot'ms tc• federal law 
to Include an 1ndiv1dual, otherwise qualified for 
this exclusion, who lives in his or her princ1pal 
residence at least one but less than three years, 
is physically or mentally Incapable of self-care, 
and is confined to a licensed facility providing 
care for tnat indiVIdual. Operative to any other-
wise qualified sale or exchange of a principal 
residence atter September 30, 1988, in taxaole 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1988 and 
before January 1, 1989. 
QUALIFIED SCHOLARSHIPS - SPECIAL RULES FOR TEACH-
ING AND RESEARCH ASSISTANTS <SC> Corlfm'ms to fed-
eral law providing (1) that the exclusion of cer-
tain employees from this benefit 1n accordance with 
the nondiscrimination rules of IRC Section 89Ch) 
[relating to excluded employees under certain em-
plc•yer~ oerrefit plar,sJ, shal.l.. apply (formerly pel"~­
missive>; and (2) tuition reductions provided to 
employees of educational institutions can be ex-
cluded from tne employee's gross 1ncome. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 
1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
AMOUNTS RECEIVED UNDER QUALIFIED GROUP LEGAL 
SERVICES PLANS <SC> Subdivision (a) conforms to 
federal law providing that the exclusion of certa1n 
employees from th1s benefit in accordance w1tn the 
nondiscrimination rules of IRC Section 89(h) [re-
lating to excluded employees under certa1n employer 
ber.efit plar.sJ, shal_l apply (fc•rmer~ly pen.nssive). 
Subdivision (b) conforms to tne extension of this 
1ncome exclusion benefit through 1988. Subd1v1sion 
(a) is operative for taxaole years beginn1ng on or 
after January 1, 1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
Subdivision (b) is operative for taxable years end-
ir,g ir, 1988. 
CAFElEklA PLANS (SC) Adc•pts, by r'efel"~ence, changes 
relat i Y•g t•::. ( 1) the defi nit ior1s c•f "cafetel"~ia plan" 
artd "qualified benefits"; (2) the sartctic•YH5 for~ 
failur~e tc• meet tt1e "r,or.dlsct~imir.atior," and "key 
employee cc•r,centr'atlon" tests; (3) limits c•n highly 
compensated employees' electic•rss; ar1d (4) "excluda-
ble employees" as pt'OVlded ir• IRC Sectior• 8'3(h). 
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PIT 
~u::cuo~ 
17160 
<New) 
17241<a> 
(New) 
17241 (b) 
<New) 
17261 
(!\lew) 
IRC 
g>ECTION 
170(c) 
(2) (D) 
170(m) 
2b3A 
SUMMARY OF C~ANGE 
Operative for taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
INTERIM TREATMENT OF CERTAIN AMOUNTS AWARDED TO 
CHRISTA McAULIFFE FELLOWS (SC> Cc•rdolAms tc• TAiVIRA 
Act Section 6005, relating to interim treatment of 
certain amounts awarded before January 1, 1990 to 
Cnr1sta McAuliffe Fellows. The amount of such an 
award received by a teacher and expended in accor-
dance with the terms of the award on an approved 
school proJect is excludable from the gross income 
of that teacher. Any amount retained by or used 
for the personal benefit of the teacher, such as 
for a sabbatical tr1p or as compensation for ser-
vices in connect1on with the approved scnool proJ-
ect, 1s includible in the teacher's grbss income. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on or atter 
January 1, 1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
Deductions 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS DEFINED <TC) Subd i visic•r• 
(a) adopts Section 10711(a) (1) of the Revenue Act 
c•f 19tl7 <P.L .• 100-203) which added "(ot~ 1r, C•Pp•::.si-
tlo:on ted" in r~efer~erH::~e to political carnpaigr.s c•f 
c~::mdidates fc•r~ public office, ir• the defir.itior, of 
charitable contributions. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1987 and 
before January 1, 1989. 
TREATMENT OF AMOUNTS PAID TO OR FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
HIGHER EDUCATION (SC> Sutldivislor• (b) conf•:•r~ms tc• 
federal law prov1ding that a charitable deduction, 
exclus1ve ot any amount included for the purchase 
of tickets, is allowable for 80 percent of a con-
tribution to or for tne benef1t of an institut1on 
of higher education where the donor receives the 
r1ght to purchase tickets to athletic events 1n tne 
inst1tution's athletic stadium. Operative for tax-
acle years beginning on or after January 1, 1988 
(1984 for federal) and before January 1, 1989. 
CAPITALIZATION AND INCLUSION IN INVENTORY COSTS OF 
CERTAIN EXPENSES <SC) Adopts TAMR~~ tech1•tical 
char.ges and the moOlflcatlC•r•s to the required "cap-
italizatiol'"t of expe·nses" pr~ovisiorts l~elatirtg to (1) 
plants and p1stachio trees; and (2) free lance 
authors, photographers and artists. The technical 
changes, adopted by subdivlsion (a), are applicable 
to taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 
19tl7 and before January 1, 1989. The modifications 
to the UNICHP provisions, conformed to in subdivi-
sion (b), apply to taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
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PIT 
SiECTlO()l 
17271 
<New> 
17273 
<New> 
17289 
<New) 
18044 
<New) 
IRC 
SECTION SU~~ARY 0~ CrlANGE 
274 DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN ENTERTAINMENT, ETC. EXPEN-
SES <SC> Adc•pts TAMRA technical char.ges made to 
subsectic•r•s (h), <k>, and <m>; .;;md the addition t•:. 
subsection Cn) C2) of CE> [relating to 
the inclusion of employer pa d or re mbursed moving 
expenses in the employee's gross income] and CF) 
[relating to the furnishing of meals to workers on 
certain 011 or gas platforms and drilling rigsJ. 
The technical changes, adopted by subdivision <a>, 
are applicable to taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1987 and before January 1, 1989. 
The "meal" provisi•:•r,s, cor-.formed to ir1 subdivisiort 
(b), apply to taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
22(> JURY DUTY PAY REMITTED TO EMPLOYER <SC} See Jm~y 
Duty Pay in P1T Section 17072, acove. Operat1ve 
fc•r ta.xable y£~ars begir1rtil'q;;J c:.r-t ot~ aft~~r~ ~Tanuat~y 1, 
1988 and before January 1, 1989. 
RURAL LETTEH CARRIERS' AUTO EXPENSES ( SC-> Adc•pt !S 
federal noncode language (Section 6008 of P.L. 
lU0-641) providing that rural mail carriers can 
claim automobile expenses at 150 of the 
standard mileage rate appl1cable to other taxpayers 
who use tne1r automobiles in a trade or business; 
i.e., for taxable years beginning on or after Janu-
.::n~y 1, 1':1E:i8 and bef.:•r~e Jc.l.r"P . .t,;:n~y 1, 1989, ii:ll.l busi··-
ness use mileage by rural mail carriers may ~e com-
puted at the rate of 36 cents (150~ of 24 cents> 
per mile for the first 15,000 miles of bus:ness use 
of an automob1le that is not fully depreciated and 
11 cents per mile for each mile thereafter. Th1s 
special computational method may not be used if the 
rural mail carrier claims a depreciation deduction 
for the vehicle for any tax year beginning after 
Decemoer 31, 19~7. Operative for taxable years be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1988 and before 
J.:muar~y 1, 1'38':1. 
Gain ~ Loss Qn Disposition of Property 
1034(g) ROLLOVEH OF GAIN ON SALE OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE 
<SC) 
C•f gairr" prov1sions to pe·n11it a st..n~vivi.ng spc•use tc• 
defer the gain from the sale of the old residence 
where one spouse has died after the s le of that 
t~esider-rce ar-1d befc•l···e the occ:upancy o:d' t.-,f~: r~e·p.lace!-· 
ment residence. Operative for taxable years hegln-
ning on or after January 1, 1988, and before 
Januar~y 1, 1'38'3. 

Aut hc•r: 
SubJect: 
Klehs 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 8~-1 
ASSEMBLY BILL 128 
Conform1ty to Selected Provisions of TAMRA for 1988 PIT 
Ret urr.s 
Laws Affecting ~ranchise Tax Board: Sections 17072. 17076, 17134, 
17151, 1715.3, 17154, 17157, 17158, 17150, 17241, 17261, 
17271, 17272, 17273, 17289, and 18044 of the Revenue and 
Tax at i or, Cc•de. 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: April 14, 1'389 
Chapter Number: 89-9 
SUMMARY 
State income tax law 1s patterned and clearly follows federal law. 
Current state income tax forms begin with federal adJusted gross income 
and provide for making adJustments that are required 1n computing 
taxable income for state purposes. 
ln early November, 1988, the Franchise Tax Board completed 1ts design 
of most forms ana instruct1ons for individuals for tne 1988 taxable 
year and submitted them to the Office of State Printing for reproduc-
tion. Those forms and instruct1ons correctly reflect California law 
which, with certa1n except1ons, 1s conformed to the Internal Revenue 
Code as c•f Jarll.tat~y 1, l~:t..9.l· E:.xceptions whlch existed prio·r~ to Novem-· 
mber, 1988, are correctly reflected in those forms and instructions. 
Qy, November~ 10, 1'388, the Pr'esiderrt of t11e United States ~:;:i.gYH?.d the 
Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 <TAMRA), wh1ch made 
numerous changes to the federal income tax law. These late federal 
changes 1ntroduced new d1fferences between state and federal law not 
reflected in the 1988 forms and instructions. 
Tnis act amends state law to conform to those federal changes expected 
to nave tne greatest impact upon state tax forms and instructions for 
indlViduals. Unless conformed to, some taxpayers would 1nadvertenly 
file 1ncorrect returns and pay the wrong amount of tax. 
The pr~c.vislons .:•f tt11s act apply O:•Y"tly to ta><abie year~s begirtrd.YtQ pl·'iC•l"· 
to January 1, 19d9, with one exception. That one e><ception, dealing 
with the treatment of deductions relating to mutual funds, conforms to 
the intent of federal law (Whlch contains a drafting errot·> by delaying 
the implementation of a 1986 Tax Reform Act change until January 1, 
19':30. 
DESCHlPliON 
Following 1s a description of the federal changes related to each pro-
vision ot this act, together w1th an explanation of the action taken by 
this act. 
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Deduct i or1 F c·~~ J ~.n~~t y Pay Remitted t c• Emp 1 oyer~ 
Many employers continue tne pay of employees who are called to Jury 
duty, out require the employee to turn over any fees <other than travel 
reimbursement) rece1ved for Jury duty. 
TAMRA amended federal law to allow an above-the-line deduction (compu-
tation of adjusted gross income) for the amount of fees turned over to 
the employer <TAMRA Sec. 6007; IRC Sees. 62, 220, and 221>, effective 
as if included in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (January 1, 1987). 
TAMRA also mace technical 
gross income CTAMRA Sec. 
in tne Tax Reform Act of 
amendments to the definition 
1001; IRC Sec. 62>, effective 
19e6 (January 1, 1987). 
of 
as 
adjusted 
if inc 1 udt:i::•ci 
Tnis act conforms to the federal law change for taxable years beginn1ng 
in 1988. However, the technical amendments are effective for taxable 
years beg1nning on or after January 1, 1987, as they are for federdl 
purposes CR&TC Sees. 17072.5 and 17273). 
Ir.vestot~s 
year~ arsd, 
the total 
1n mutual funds receive dividends during the course of the 
after the close of the year, an information return d1sclos1ng 
amount of dividends paid. 
The 1986 Tax Reform Act provided that mutual fund companies would 
change the 1nformation returns to report gross income and certain in-
direct expenses separately so tnat the expenses would be allowed only 
as 1temized decuct1ons, subJect to the new floor on miscellaneous de-
ductlons. Under that floor, tne total of all m1scellaneous deductions 
1s l1m1ted to the portion of those deductions which exceeds two percent 
of adJusted gross income. 
lhe Revenue Act of 1987 (to which California conformed) delayed imple-
mentation of the new limitat1on unt1l January 1, 1988, because the 
mutual fund companies convinced Congress that they were unable to 
mod1fy their accounting systems in time to comply with the law. 
TAMRA intended to furtner delay implementation until January 1, 1990, 
but conta1ned drafting errors which will require correct1on at a later 
date (TAMRA Sec. 4011; IRC Sec. 67). 
TAMRA also mace tecnn1cal amendments to the rules provid1ng 
floor on m1scellaneous deductions CTAMRA Sec. 1001; 
67), effect1ve as 1f included in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 
1'387). 
fc•r~ the two 
1 RC St?c. 
( J ar-H.tiilf··y 1, 
Th1s act conforms to federal law only for taxable years beginning in 
1988. However, the technical amendments are effective for taxable 
years beg1nning on or after January 1, 1987, as they are for federal 
purposes <R&lC Sec. 17076>. 
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A1rl1ne employees are allowed to exclude from income the fa1r market 
value of a1r transportation prov1ded by the1r employer on a space 
av.:illable bas1s. 
TAMRA expanded the exclusion ava1lable to a1rline employees t incluoe 
employees of a1r cargo companies CTAMRA Sec. 6066; IHC Sec 132>, effec-
tive for tr~anspor~t.::d-;lOYt tun·nshed after~ Decembet~ 31, 1'3B7, in t.::\><ab.i.e 
years ending after that date. 
TAMRA also made technical amendments to the rules relating to exclus1on 
of certa1n fr1nge benefits CTAMkA Sec. 1011B; IRC Sec. 132) 1 etfectJve 
as if included 1n tne Tax Reform Act of 1986 (not earlier than Janu~ry 
1' 1':381::1) • 
ln1s act conforms to the federal law changes for taxable years begln-
y·, 1 !'"1 g 1 n 1 ':J88 { k & 1 C Sec. l. 713.1.~) • 
Employees wno rece1ve certa1n educational benefits from thelr employer 
are allowed to exclude tne value of those benefits from their gross 
1 y·,cofl1e. 
TAMRH extendeo tne sunse~ cate tor exclus1on of efl1oloyer prov1ded eou-
catlonal oerH.?.t·J.ts thr-··:::"_,qh Decembe1··' 61, 1':38H, al'H.1 modified t11e dE•f1n:~.-· 
tion of educat1onal ass1stance (T~MRA Sec. 4001; IRC Sees. 117 and 
127J, effect1ve for taxaole years beg1nning after December 31, 1987. 
TAIYI~~H also nk~Oe;) technical an1~?t•CJr1Hz~nts to the r•u1eF,; l-·eJ.atlr·,g to e·><c:L•.J!::;i.:Yn 
of educatic•rsal l::ie·l"se·fits <THMF<A Sec.:. 1U11B; lf~C 8£-?cs. 1.17 at·,d l.;:~·n, 
efTect1ve as 1f incl~ded in tne Tax Reform Act of 1~86 (not earlier 
than January 1, 1988). 
lh1s act conforms to these federal law changes for taxaole years begin-
nlng 1n 1988 (H&lC ~ecs 17151 and 17154). 
age 55 wno sell thelr personal residence are allowed a 
one-tlme exclus1on 
$125, 000. J. n or-·der·· 
spouse, if marrled) 
princ1pal res1aence 
preced1ng the date 
trom income for tne amount of capital ga1n up to 
tc:. oual1fy fc·•·' tt1e exclusion, the taxpc:1yer·· (l:'l.nd 
must nave owned and used the property as tneir 
for at least three years during tne five years 
of sale. 
lAMRA mod1f1ed tne rules relating to use of the residence to treat as 
meet1ng the use requ1ref!1ent certa1n persons who are absent from the 
t··esider,ce because they at'e pi,ysically or' mer.tally i·(H.~apabl>:? of s~?lf··­
care <T~MkA Sec. 6011; I~C Sec. 121), effective for any sa1e or ex-
exchange after September 3u, 1988, in taxable years enc1ng after tnclt 
date • 
.. ih1s <."'ct cC•!'".forrns to the: fedel-'al law cnar.ge for~ taxai:Jle yeaY'S'· beg:t·;r,r~:ti'tg 
1 '388 ~ R & 1 C ~)ec. 1 7 153) • 
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Employees wno receive certa1n 
ar-·e all to exc !.Ide t1e va 
g 
UE~ 
p 
of 
l egal 
()Se 
s t 
lU 1 
Refc·r··m 
ber·1e t s fy··orn thc:i l'' ernr:l l oyt:::'J·' 
f s fr'orn t; he· :tt' Ql''OS:OS 
f employer prov1 ed group 
modified the ru es relat-
1~0 and 1~5), effec-
ec:: t~E~ ,'i:\t Yll;j to SHC <.l.S;.:t•.::·YI 
Sees 120 a ~~J 
of 1986 (not earl.e 
t e federal law cnanges or 
UndeJ·' t e 
awar'C!S fel 
1715 
l'H;:J ~w·og 
acaoem1c i orovement. 
r 1 ed Dy tr1e 
a·r'e gener-·a y 
of 
l 
in 
OY' l 'i'IC 1 pa 1 
f 
cost 
f (.)t'f.:-) 
effect 
year~s 
h s for'WS to 
(r~ Sec. 
ee:\che·r'S 
st: 
t e federal government 
or development of 1nnova 
otner sch d1str·J.c~s, 
1cals for· stud , l···~'!see~·r''Ci""l~ ur·· 
f t ese award was not specl-
anc nonscho.arshlp awards 
1ncome f tne rec1pient. 
income f fellowsh ps awarded 
r·e s i CJ ey·,c e 
pul···cr-,a::;e 
tn 
E·nc.·e. 
J 
the ghf.?Y'· uc.:'ltlon i~ct 
unts received before July 
that date. 
axable years begin-
1···e DO ,.-·t; ... 
""'·~'· t. n J. .,.. 
i"'l €' ~::; ,;, ~.. €·? 
f3a 1 ·r1 i £; 
res1dence by orovid1ng that 
l tne 1nsta~ce where a 
personal res1dence ut 0ne of t~em dies ~e-
t;;:d St::::·c:; .. ; H<C 03L;) 
ft E!i" Dect:~Wi:]E~r' ~; l l9H4, l''' t,;.c,><ab.ce 
1 
The Revenue Act of 1987 modified the rules defining a charitable con-
tr bution <TRA 87, Sec. 10711; IHC Sec. 170), effective activities 
on or after Decemoer 23, 1987 (day after enactment>. 
When a person makes a contribution to a university or college, and re-
celves a right to purchase tickets to sporting events of that organiza-
tion, only 80 percent of the amount contributed is allowed as a deduc-
tion. If the contributor receives seating or tickets <rather than 
rights>, no portion of the contribution is deductible. 
TAMRA modified these rules to provide that a deduction will be allowed 
for 80 percent of the contribution, after reduction for the value of 
any seating or tickets provided at no additional charge <TAMRA Sec. 
6001; IRC Sec 170>, effective for taxable years beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1983. Federal law includes a waiver of the statute of limita-
tlons until November 10, 1989 <one year after enactment>. 
This act conforms to th1s federal law change for taxable years begin-
ning in 1988, but doe~ not waive the statute of limitations or permit 
amendment of returns for years prior to 1988. The technical amendments 
are effective for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, 
as they are for federal purposes <R&TC Sec. 17241). 
In general, the uniform capitalization rules require that certain ex-
penses must be deducted ratably over several years, rather than de-
ducted in full in the year of tne expense. 
TAMRA relaxed the rules relating to required capitalization of expen-
ses relat1ng to growers ot plstachio trees, free lance authors, photo-
graphers, art1sts, and farm animals <TAMRA Sec. 6026; IRC Sec. 263A>, 
effective as if included 1n the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (January 1, 
1987), except that the provision for farm animals does not apply to 
costs incurred prior to January 1, 1989. 
lh1s act conforms to the federal law change for taxable years beginning 
1n 1988. However, the technical amendments are effective for taxable 
years beg1nning on or after January 1, 1987, as they are for federal 
purposes <R&TC Sec. 17261). 
Qeduct1on of Emgloyer Expenses For Meals 
Meals provided by an employer are subject to a limitation which allows 
oeduction for only 80 percent of the actual expense. 
TAMRA adoed an exception to permit full deduction of the cost of meals 
furn1shed by an employer to crew members of certain commercial vessels, 
ano workers on certa1n 011 or gas platforms and drilling rigs <TAMRA 
Sec. 6003; IRC Sec. 274>, effective tor taxable years beg1nning after 
December 31, 1987 for meals on platforms and drilling rigs, and taxable 
years beg1nn1ng after December 31, 1988, for meals prov1ded to crew 
members of vessels. 
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T~MRA also maae technical amendments relating to the disallowance of 
certain expenses for conventions, meals, and luxury water travel <TAMRA 
Sec. 1001; IRC Sec. 274), effective as if included in the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986 (January 1, 1987>. 
This act conforms to the federal law change for taxable years beginning 
in 1988. However, the technical amendments are effective for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, as they are for federal 
purposes CR&TC Sec. 17271). 
Deduction of Rura! Mall Carr1ers 
Employees who use their personal autos for business purposes are per-
mitted to deduct a standard mileage rate <currently 24 cents per m1le 
for the f1rst 15,000 miles) in lieu of actual expenses. 
TAMRA modified the rules for deduction of automobile expenses to allow 
rural mall carriers to cla1m 150 percent of the standard mileage rate 
appl1cable to other persons CTAMRA Sec. 6008; uncodified>, effective 
for taxable years beginnina after December 31, 1987. 
Th1s bill conforms to the federal act language for taxable years begin-
ning in 1988 <R&lC Sec 17289). 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department re-
quiring a report to the Leg1slature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of the 
Government Code. 
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I - N - D - E - X 
SubJ&!'ct 
-A-
Air Transportation of Cargo and Passeng•rs 
No-additional-cost service ••••• 
Amortization 
Costs excepted from uniform capitalization rules •• 
Artists 
Uniform capitalization rules ••• 
Athletic Events9 Charitabl• Contributions 
Tickets, eligibility for 
Authors, Free-Lance 
Uniform capitalization rules •••• 
Automobil• Expense, Rural Letter Carriers 
Business Expenses 
Automobile expenses, rural mail 
Third-party reimbursements 
Cafeteria Plans 
Definit ic•Y• 
- B -
carriers. • 
c 
D1scrimination 1n . • • • • • • • • • ••• 
Capital Gains Exclusion, Sale of Principal Residence 
Phys1cally or mentally incapable taxpayers. 
Charitable Contributions 
Athlet1c events, eligibility for tickets •••••• 
Political activities. • • • • ••• 
Christa McAuliffe Fellowships 
Interim treatment of. • • • • • • • 
Churches 
Employee benefit plans of, nondiscrimination rules. 
College Athletic Events 
Charitable contributions and tickets ••••••• 
Congr•ssional Members, Away-From-Home Living Expenses 
2~ floor on miscellaneous itemized deductions. 
- D 
Deductions 
Charitable contributions, athletic events • 
Jury duty pay surrendered to employer • • • • 
Miscellaneous itemized - 2~ floor • 
Pass-thru entities. • •••• 
Drilling Rigs, Meals for Employees • 
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2 
4 
4 
.4 
4 
5 
5 
1 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
1 
4 
1 
5 
1 
2 
5 
Law Section 
1 7134 ( b> 
17261 
17261 
17241 (b) 
17261 
17289 
1728'::1 
17072.5<a> 
17158 
17158 
17153 
17241(b) 
17241<a> 
17160 
17158 
17241(b) 
17076(c) 
17241(b) 
17072.5(b) 
17273 
17076<c> 
17076(d) 
17271 
Sub.1ect 
Educational Assistance Programs 
Assistance payments • 
Discrimination in • 
Extension of benefits • 
Graduate level courses. 
Elections 
Pistachio nut producers 
- 1::: -
Current deduction for preproduction costs. 
Employee Benefit Plans 
Nondiscrimination rules • 
Employers-Employees 
Educational assistance payments • 
Group legal serv1ces plans 
Entertainment Expenses 
Except1ons to deductions l1m1tations 
Meals 
Employees of vessels or drilling rigs. 
Mov1ng expense status 
Estates and Trusts 
2~ floor on miscellaneous itemized deductions • 
Exempt Organizations 
Opposition to candidates for public office. 
Expenses 
Reimbursed by th1rd party • 
F 
Farmers and Farming 
Uniformed capitalization rules 
Replanting expenditures excepted • 
Fellowships 
Christa McAuliffe Fellowships • 
Free-Lance Authors 
Uniform capitalization rules. 
Fringe Benefits 
Exclusions from income, nondiscrimination rules • 
No-additional-cost services 
Air transportation of cargo and passengers • 
- a -
Gain or Loss 
Principal residence, sale of 
Handicapped taxpayer • 
Rollover of gain on sale of 
Graduate Level Courses . 
Gross Income 
principal residence • 
Chr1sta McAuliffe Fellowships • 
Group Legal Services Plans 
Exclusion mandatory • 
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.. 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
1 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
5 
2 
4 
3 
Law Section 
17151(b) 
17154 
17151(b) 
17151(b) 
17151(b) 
17261 
17158 
17151(b) 
17154 
17157 
17C:.:71 
17271 
17271 
17076<c> 
17241<a> 
17072.5<a> 
17261 
17160 
17261 
17134<a> 
17134(b) 
17153 
18044 
17151(b) 
17160 
17157 
Sub.1ect 
Handicapped Taxpayers 
Principal res1dence, sale of 
Capital gains exclusion 
Husband and Wife 
- H-
Rollover of gain on sale of princ1pal residence • 
Institution of' Higher Education 
Amc•unts paid to • • • • • • 
Itemized Deductions 
2~ floor on miscellaneous 
- I -
Congress members, away-frorn-home living expenses • 
Estates and trusts • • • • • • • • • • 
Pass-thru entities • · ••• . . . . . . . . .. . . 
J 
Jury Duty Pay 
Deduct i ors • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- M -
Meals 
Employees of drilling rigs •••••• 
Expenses as moving expenses • • • • • • • • 
Percentage deduction rules • • • • ••• 
Reimbursements, exclusion frorn wages •• 
Moving expenses 
Meal expenses, percentage reduction rule •• 
Mutual Funds 
Phantom income of • • • • 
N 
Nondiscrimination Rules 
Fringe benefits, exclusion from gross income. 
Percentage Reduction Rule, Meal 
Employees of drilling rigs 
Moving expenses • • • • • • • 
Phantom Income of' Mutual Funds • 
Photographers 
Uniform capitalization rules •• 
Pistachio Trees 
Uniform capitalization rules •• 
Political Activities 
Exempt organizations ••••• 
- p-
Expenses 
. . . . . . . . 
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3 
5 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
Law Section 
17153 
18044 
17241(b) 
17076<c> 
17076(c) 
17076(d) 
17072.5(b) 
5 17273 
5 17271 
5 17271 
5 17271 
5 17271 
5 17271 
2 17076(d) 
2 17134(a) 
5 17271 
5 17271 
2 17076(d) 
4 17261 
4 17261 
4 17241<a> 
SubJect 
Principal Residence, Sale of 
Physically or mentally incapable taxpayers 
Capital gains exclusion 
Rollover of gain on, surviving spouse • 
- Q 
Qualified Group Legal Services Plans 
Excluded employees, exclusion mandatory • 
Qualified Scholarships 
Teaching and research ass1stants. 
Qualified Tuition Reductions • 
Regulated Investment Companies 
Phantom income of . 
Reimbursements, Third-Party 
Business expenses . 
Replanting Expenditures 
Uniform capitalization rules. 
Research Assistants 
Qualified scholarships. 
Residential Property 
Sale of pr1ncipal residence 
R 
Physically or mentally incapable taxpayer 
Capital gain exclusion 
Surviving spc•use 
Rollover of gain. 
Rollovers 
Sale of principal res1dence, gain on 
Surviving spouse • 
Rural Letter Carriers 
Automobile expenses • 
Schools 
Christa McAuliffe Fellowships . 
Sports, Games, and Hobbies 
Educational assistance payments • 
s 
Standard Mileage Rate, Rural Mail Carriers • 
Surviving Spouse 
Principal residence, rollover of gain on. 
Teachers and Research Assistants 
Christa McAuliffe Fellowships • 
Qualified scholarships. 
- T -
Third-Party Reimbursements, Business Expenses. 
Trusts 
Educational assistance payments • 
2% floor on miscellaneous itemized deductions • 
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3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
4 
2 
5 
5 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
Law Section 
17153 
18044 
17157 
17154 
17154 
17076(d) 
17072.5(a) 
i7261 
17154 
17153 
18044 
18044 
17289 
17160 
17151(b) 
17289 
18044 
17160 
17154 
17072.5<a> 
17151(b) 
17076(c) 
SubJect 
Tuition Reductions, Quali~ied 
Discrimination in • 
2~ Floor on Miscellaneous Itemized Deductions 
Congress members, away-from-home living expenses. 
Estates and Trusts 
Pass-thru entities. 
u 
Uniform Capitalization Rules 
Artists, free-lance authors, photographers. 
Exceptions for certain costs 
Farmet~s 
Pistachio nut producers. 
Replanting expenditures excepted • 
University Athletic Events 
Charitable contributions and tickets. 
- w -
Wages 
Meal reimbursements, exclusion of • 
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3 
1 
1 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Law Section 
17154 
1707E.(c) 
17076(c) 
17076(d) 
17261 
17261 
17261 
17261 
17241(b) 
17271 
